TATARI!
Edited & Arranged
By William Thomas

Dedicated to the victims of nuclear insanity
Then and now
And the heroes of nuclear resistance
This means you!

“Tatari is a Japanese word meaning a curse, which one receives from
supernatural beings. It is a punishment for committing taboo and turning one’s
hand onto something one is not supposed to touch.” -Ayumi G.

"We are experiencing an ongoing, massive release of radioactivity."
-Wolfram Koenig, head of Germany's Federal Office for Radiation Protection,

Genshiryoku iranai!
Jimotonin hibaku naru
Kokumin korosu ki ka?
Genpatsu dokoka e motteke
We don’t want nuclear power!
Locals are exposed to radiation.
Are you gonna kill the people of your own country?
Take the reactors somewhere else with you.
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Fukushima refugees –Kyodo News

WAKING UP TO A NUCLEAR NIGHTMARE…
“Unexpected Situation”:
Meltdowns
Tritium decay
Beta emission
“No immediate effects to your health…”
"Trust us…"
No mention of tritium in government or industry statements.
200 different radioactive isotopes coming out of the plant
Travelling far on the wind.
No safe level of radiation
No safe level of radiation
No safe level of radiation!
Any exposure increases your risk of cancer.
Any exposure…
Any…
Movement of radionuclides through food chain
And the human body,
Bioaccumulation of radioisotopes
Amplifies "trace amounts" into much stronger exposures
With cumulative synergistic effects on health and well-being.
Ingestion of smallest particle of long-lived isotope can result in degenerative health,
Deadly cancers,
Intergenerational impacts:
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Changes in fertility
Increased rates of birth defects
Increased rates of cancers
Physical and mental retardation
Metabolic disorders
Thyroid cancer
Multiple endocrine illness
Increased morbidity, impairment and disability
Accelerated aging
Plus
Blood, lymph, cardiovascular, metabolic, endocrine, immune,
Respirator, urogenital, bone and muscle, nervous system,
Ocular, digestive and skin diseases
Embryos, fetuses, infants
Children,
Elderly
‘specially vulnerable
-Barbara Rose Johnston
Truthout Apr 4/11

Fukushima refugees -allvoices.com
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Sata-san –photoblog600

HOT MEALS
“Hot” rice,
Melons and peaches,
Spinach 75 miles away:
7-times “safe” radiation limit
Milk from cows 20 miles away:
Iodine-131
Cesium-137
300 years
Cesium cancer…
-Susie Boniface
[Sunday Mirror Mar 20/11]
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RADIOACTIVE INVENTORY
2,500 tons uranium and plutonium
3,450 burning fuel rods exposed to the air
= 20-times Chernobyl
Throwing seawater to cool reactors
Crystallizes salts,
Forms layer of insulation…
Fuel gets hotter,
Fizzes with fission,
Goes critical again...
Emergency release valves for radioactive steam generated from nuclear fuel
Have no filters…
“Can thus escape much more radiation,”
-Edmund Lengfelder, renowned radiation biologist
[fr-online.de]

DIRTY BOMB
Chernobyl was a dirty bomb
More dirty bombs: Depleted Uranium weapons
Exploded in Iraq, Afghanistan, Kosovo, West Bank, Libya.
Fukushima dirty bomb
Will cost much more.
Chernobyl Level 7
One reactor - lasted weeks
Fukushima Level 7
x3 melted down reactors
x4 burning fuel sites…
“Which we know are in very dangerous situations."
-Natalia Mironova, thermodynamic engineer & leading and anti-nuclear activist
[AFP; news.com.au Apr 2/11]
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Pear trees in Fukushima -thenational.ae

BIOCIDE
First 30 days…
Trees, birds, forest-dwelling animals exposed to daily doses x100,
Fish and marine algae exposed to daily doses x3,0000
More than considered “safe”.
Soil samples analyzed by French Institute,
Radioprotection and Nuclear Safety
Came from contaminated forest 25–45 kilometres NW of Fukushima.
Seawater samples taken nearby
In late March,
Concentrations of Cesium-137
With half life of 30 years,
Dangerous to 300 years:
47,000 becquerels per litre in seawater
72,900 becquerels per kilogram in soils.
1 becquerel = 1 radioactive decay/second,
For weeks, months, decades,
Centuries…
Flatfish, molluscs, crustaceans
Brown seaweed off Fukushima
Received lethal radiation,
Dose rates reduced reproduction of birds, rodents,
Trees – in particular, pine and spruce.
Other radiation effects on egg hatchings
Young wildlife,
Need to be surveyed.
-Quirin Schiermeier
[Nature May 27/11]
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Chernobyl’s contaminated farms –picturealliance dpa

“YELLOW RAIN” IN THE KANTO
Snow and frost,
Everyone heavily clothed,
“Pollen” in winter?
200 people making phone calls,
Surely used to yellow rain
If it’s such a commonplace occurrence.
It’s splashing in yellow rainwater
Antonina Sergieff vividly recalls
20 years ago:
Unnatural puddles in Gomel, Belarus,
80 miles from Chernobyl
“When you see the yellow dust, you see radiation”:
Iodine-131
Cesium-137
Strontium-90
Plutonium-239
Coming down in yellow rain…
Deformed animals
People losing hair
Breast cancer doubled
Sergieff’s mother told her the government’s explanation was given in such a “calm voice”
No one recognized the danger.
“They told us not to worry. Not to go nuts.”
-Natalie Banach
[Kyodo Mar 24/11; ennews.com; UCLA Bruin Apr 25/06]
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FROM THE LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE ZONE

In Iitate village,
On March 30,
International Atomic Energy Agency radiation meter lurched:
2 million-times higher than normal,
High as Chernobyl’s closest towns,
After that reactor blew.
IAEA urged: Residents must evacuate.
Japanese government insisted: No evacuation necessary
After raising max “allowable” radiation
10x regulatory limits set by World Health Org
The government continues to make announcements
Without presenting any justification.
The mass media follow ups with proxy scholars:
“The situation is heading toward recovery.”
This is a psychological warfare we are fighting everyday in the low-level radioactive zone:
A neural battle fought over the information and its interpretation
Of the invisible entity called radiation.
Then who is our enemy?
The government calls information shared on the internet, “rumors”
Repeatedly urges the public: Do not believe them.
Mass media has begun a major campaign for urging us to buy and eat
“Low-level” contaminated vegetables.
Our least defense and resistance are not to buy any vegetables…
Meteorological Society ordered to refrain
From predicting radioactive scattering,
Not to stir up worries.
The more the word “safe” is repeated
The worse our worries become.
When higher radiation level is detected in tap water,
Government announces:
Infants under 1 year old should refrain from taking it.
But no safety is assured
For children 2 years and older.
Japan Pediatric Society says dehydration
More threatening than radiation
What should we do?
This is an information warfare over the body,
Of life itself,
Being fought as radioactive substances
Keep accumulating in our bodies.
-Yoshihiko Ikegami
[japanfissures Apr 16/11]
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SPIN DOCTOR
Central government continues downplaying
Massive
Continuing
Radioactivity…
Sends “letters of request” to telephone companies, internet providers, cable television stations:
“Take adequate measures based on the guidelines in response to illegal information.”
Erases information from internet sites deemed harmful to “public order and morality”,
Removes messages from internet bulletin boards and websites
Conflicting with Government version of events.
All Japan email communications monitored
To prevent the spread of “false rumors”!
If websites and webmasters do not comply,
Telecommunication companies are ordered: Shut them down.
We note the difference in perspective between people assessing the issues at a distance
And those on the ground
In Iwaki city, Fukushima,
School doctor in his white coat stated matter-of-factly:
“The radiation problem is already finished,”
You can go to school and go outside without any problem.
You should not fear malicious gossip.”
Raising eyebrows among most people outside the prefecture.
About 58,000 people within 30km exclusion zone have lost jobs.
Ikarashi Yoshitaka’s milk business suffered 90% drop in sales.
“It is just an emotional thesis that ours is ‘a city in danger!’” he insists.
“I’m surprised that local people are so calm.
Even within the 30km radiation exclusion zone,
They don’t even wear special anti-radiation clothes.
Even after the level 7 announcement,
There has been no panic in the city,”
-Honma Hiroshi, 56, on patrol with the SDF in Iwaki
“We do not measure the level of plutonium and do not even have a detector to scale it,”
TEPCO says.
Next day…
Chief Cabinet Secretary Edano announces:
“Plutonium was detected.”
-Makiko Segawa
[Shingetsu News Agency April 19/11]
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Futaba abandoned inside 12-mile evacuation zone -Sergey Ponomarev AP

JAPAN'S CREEPING MELTDOWN: OPTIMISM EVAPORATES
Itate,
40 kilometers northwest of Fukushima-Dai-Ichi,
Concentrations of long-lived cesium-137 “extremely high”:
3.7 megabecquerels per square meter:
1.48 triggered compulsory relocation,
Around Chernobyl
Extending evacuation zone to 80 kilometers,
Means relocating 2 million people.
In addition to hundreds of thousands of earthquake and tsunami victims.
-Gavriel Queenann
[IsraelNationalNews.com]
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LIFE IN LIMBO FOR JAPANESE NEAR NUCLEAR PLANT
In Tenei,
About 40 miles west of Fukushima Dai-ichi
Nuclear power plant,
For seven generations, Yoshitoshi Sewa
And his ancestors
Have tilled this farm in a gently curving valley
Filled with green rice paddies.
Now he forbids his young grandchildren play outside
Their tile-roofed home,
For fear of an invisible and potentially long-lasting threat:
Radiation!
“Even if the government says it’s OK,
No one here wants to take the risk of radiation,” he says.
Number One Disaster has dispersed radioactive fallout for nearly two months
And counting…
Koriyama about 35 miles west of the plant
Changing topsoil at 15 elementary schools and 13 kindergartens
In Fukushima city,
Children must wear hats and surgical masks,
Avoid contact with playground equipment.
Sewa must destroy his spring’s crop:
880 pounds of cucumbers.
He could find no buyers.
“Fukushima products are seen as tainted,” he says.
-Martin Fackler & Matthew Wald
[New York Times May 2/2011]

-Mirror
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FUKUSHIMA PARENTS PROTEST OVER NEW PERMISSIBLE RADIATION LEVELS
After Tokyo said school children expendable,
Can be exposed to 20x radiation
Than previously permissible.
Furious Fukushima parents delivered a bag of radioactive playground earth
To education officials.
"How dare they tell us it is safe for our children," said Sachiko Satou,
Of the Protect Fukushima Children from Radiation Association.
"This is disgusting. They can't play outside with such risks.
If the government won't remove the radioactive dirt then we'll do it ourselves and dump it
Outside the headquarters of Tokyo Electric."
"I think 20 millisieverts is safe but I don't think it's good," said Itaru Watanabe,
Of the education ministry.
Drawing howls of derision.
Children even more vulnerable than adults,
Latest "acceptable" limit exposes children to a 1 in 200
Risk of getting cancer
Compared with 1 in 500 for adults.
"It is unconscionable to increase the allowable dose for children to 20 millisieverts…
There is no way this level of exposure can be considered safe," says Nobel-winning
Physicians for Social Responsibility.
Tokyo University professor Toshiso Kosako
Called in by government to help with crisis.
He walked out,
Accusing the government of ad hoc policies,
Contravening internationally accepted norms
For the sake of political expediency.
"Would politicians and bureaucrats allow their own children
To go to a contaminated school?" asked
Upper House member, Mori Yuko
"This makes me furious."
In weekend poll,
Asking if Prime Minister Kan was exercising
Sufficient leadership,
1.3% of respondents
Said yes.
-Jonathan Watts
[Guardian May 2/11]
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JAPANESE LOSE FAITH IN GOVERNMENT
Distrust of government mounting,
Especially in areas close to the stricken nuclear plant,
Anger focuses on white-hot-issue:
Children's safety.
Driving ‘round Fukushima,
Wearing a surgical mask,
Kayo Watanabe points out radiation hot spots.
She knows which street used by kids going to school
Has above-normal radiation levels,
Which school gutter has radiation levels 60x higher
Than considered safe.
She has been measuring radiation levels herself.
She doubted official line
Back in March,
When very first blast ripped apart Dai-ichi nuclear plant,
Almost 40 miles away.
"We haven't believed the government from the start," Watanabe says.
When the explosion happened,
They didn't say anything about it being dangerous.
We don't trust the media either,
Since the nuclear plant operator
Sponsors many newspapers and television stations."
Watanabe has two girls ages 2 and 9.
She was alarmed to discover local milk from near the nuclear plant
Served at her daughter's school.
After more than two months
Cooping the kids inside,
She's had enough.
In two weeks, she'll move with them
To another town
18 miles farther from the nuclear plant.
Her husband will stay behind for his job.
At a testy school meeting at Hirano Middle School,
Residents ask how the government is measuring radiation?
Why the government has taken so long
To decontaminate the school playground?
"Why has Fukushima been the slowest?" one parent demands.
"Other towns have already acted. Why are we the last?"
The plan is to dig up 2 inches of irradiated topsoil,
And bury it 20 inches below the surface.
Parents want to know, why just 2 inches?
The answer seems to be:
"Because that is what we're doing."
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Angry locals brandishing their own radiation monitors,
Surround officials.
They fear radiation levels higher,
Than reported.
Their anger barely suppressed,
Unusual in Japan,
Where politeness is almost an art form.
She says it's the people's fault
For putting the current DPJ government in power.
They thought they'd be different from the last lot
They no longer know whether any political party out there will protect them.
-Louisa Lim
[NPR June 1/11]

Tsunami coming ashore at Miyako -Reuters

REPORT FROM THE STRICKEN AREA
I visited Iwaki City, Fukushima on April 16th.
I went there to play a gig.
“We don’t want our show to be a part of the Stay Strong Fukushima campaign.
We want nuclear power plant to be the theme of the event,”
Said K, who organized the show.
What I noticed most was people wearing masks on the street.
The Japanese government has developed campaigns throughout Fukushima,
To trivialize the catastrophe.
Many are upset and confused because they want to bring their lives back to what they used to be,
(Wanting to believe that things are alright)
At the same time, they have suspicions and distrustful of the government and TEPCO,
(Doubting that anything is alright)
While trying to find funding to reopen the club,
The only job offer K found was for an event to promote the nuclear power plant.
“I am against nuclear power!” he yelled and declined the offer.
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We by-passed many closed roads,
Went further north along the beach,
The condition was getting worse and worse:
Ships and boats capsized,
Houses destroyed,
Villages burnt down to coal due to the fire after the tsunamis.
More than a month since the earthquake, these ruins remain untouched,
Looking like a bombed landscape.
In Kunohama district,
18 miles away from the power plant,
I found billboards made of pieces of tatami wrecked by the tsunami,
On which every word was hand-painted,
Filled with rage,
That resonated in my heart.
Mass media do not distribute any of these voices,
But these people of Fukushima have a lot to say:
We don’t want nuclear power! (Genshiryoku Iranai!)
Are you gonna kill the people of your own country? (Kokumin Korosu Ki ka?)
Take the reactors somewhere else with you. (Genpatsu dokoka e motteke)
Locals are exposed to radiation. (Jimotonin Hibaku Naru)
A day labor who takes care of the nuclear reactors after the accidents gets
15,000 yen (US$130) at highest
9,000 yen (US$80) at lowest.
Who on the earth could exploit these workers in such ways?
Residents in Iwaki City talk almost exclusively,
Should they “leave” or “remain”?
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The night before we left for Tokyo,
We stopped by a tripe barbecue restaurant near the Iwaki train station.
The restaurant looked totally normal,
But everybody there talked about earthquakes, tsunamis,
And nuclear accidents.
From every little corner in the restaurant, we heard:
“Such and such millisieverts”
“Geiger counter this and that.”
I almost interrupted when I overheard youngsters talking about anti-nuke protests.
“No worries for radiation here, come by again!” said the middle aged woman who runs the place.
We will drop by again,
Even if nothing is alright!
Sprinkling radioactive rain next morning,
All the school children wore a mask, a raincoat
And had an umbrella on their way to school.
April 15th,
Japanese government raises “safety” measure of child radiation exposure
To 20 millisieverts per year,
Exceeding standard measure authorizing compensation for industrial workers
Diagnosed with leukemia.
At many schools radiation levels as high as inside “radiation control zone”
Where government mandates all residents to evacuate.
Parents and guardians demand local governments wait to reopen schools,
But Japanese Government orders Fukushima Board of Ed
To resume classes.
Residents in some areas may be forced to sign a pledge:
“If anything happens, the school will not be responsible for the matter.”
It is inevitable to expect increasing numbers of children with disabilities or pediatric cancer.
We must think of how to compensate the damage on them,
And establish their human rights.
This will be a big task here in Fukushima in the coming years.
I will go back there as much as I can,
Though the day may never come,
Until we can eat Mehikari (lizardfish) and Ankou (monkfish)
With no worries.
-Sacchan
[japanfissures May 21/11]
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LIVING IN TOKYO
What’s going on in Tokyo?
Extremely ambiguous.
Tokyo metropolis has not changed, at least ostensibly,
But radiation and radioactive materials constantly falling over the metropolis,
Change radiation amounts hour by hour,
Depending on wind direction.
Radioactive particles certainly accumulate:
Iodine has only 8-day lifespan,
Cesium takes 30-years to decrease by half,
Will remain for centuries in the ocean,
Will long remain on the ground.
Although each radiation might be very little,
It is piling up every hour.
There is no way of knowing how much has been accumulated,
Since the wake of the disaster.
These radioactive particles are and will be captured into our bodies,
And gradually damage and weaken our health.
No one can predict how badly the radioactivity will affect our bodies in long term,
But no warnings have been issued to encourage pregnant women and children to evacuate.
In addition to flying radiation,
Tap water of Tokyo has been reported to contain radioactive materials since 10 days ago,
What the government took as “safety measure”…
Was only to raise the “safety standard” for the maximum intake of radiation
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The new measures are now 10 to 30x higher than those of the World Health Organization,
For 0 – 1 year-old infants even this outnumbers far beyond WHO standards.
This means that in Tokyo and its surrounding areas,
Residents are being forced to consume incredible amount of hazardous water and vegetables,
That would not be allowed in other nations.
Many countries have banned products
Imported from Japan.
-Yoshihiko Ikegami
[Japan Fissures Apr 4/11]

“No Nukes!” Berlin Mar 26 2011-Pawel Kopczynski Reuters

AFTER 3/11
Repressive events of course have nothing to do with the punishment of a God
Like Tatari.
They are mainly derivative of repeated primitive accumulation of capital.
Globally ongoing are mass uprisings giving us a glimpse of the new world,
By abolishing the capitalist regime.
Since 3.11, the oozing radiation has been creating hibakushas.
Safe food is out of reach for low-income workers.
Turn on TV:
Pop stars and footballers chanting “Ganbare Nippon!”
“Tough it out Japan! Show your spirit!”
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Expendable “kamikaze” worker carted off

No earnest reports on the names and causes of death,
Of the workers at the Fukushima Nuclear Plant.
Those who try to convey the truth,
Become targets of hostility of those who want to dream:
“The situation is not that critical and we will get back to our normal life
When the excitement dies down.”
Plutonium – one of the isotopes of uranium – is produced by explosion of supernovae.
In the Greek mythology, we are just like the conceited Phaëthon,
Who tried to drive Apollo’s sun vehicle.
Fukushima is the common epicenter of our fury,
Fukushima will be curved in our memory with the number 3.11.
Dystopia finally realized:
Communes in Tokyo, Nagoya, and Osaka,
Sending the “People Rescue Troops”
To the stricken north.
The rage has traveled to the distant cities in Germany,
And brought more than 250,000 people out on the streets.
If and only if the flying sparks of anger explode faster than the nuclear fission,
We will see a hope.
Ayumi G.
[Japan Fissures Apr 5/11]
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Worried TEPCO official spins out of options

WORRIES
Worries constantly haunt my body
I cannot let go of them:
A common psychological response among hibakushas:
“Maybe one day I will be struck by a disease,
One day my children and then their children
Will be affected by radiation…”
I am worried about my friends in the eastern Japan,
About an unforeseeable development of the disaster at Fukushima Nuclear Plant,
About continuously leaking and spreading radioactive substances,
About the fact that 50 some reactors throughout Japan could be struck by more earthquakes
To come in the near future.
I am distressed by the choice of food to buy at supermarket,
Fish might be no longer edible since radiation has been discharged into the sea.
Milk carton worries me,
It doesn’t indicate what part of Japan the milk comes from.
I look at soymilk,
But the soybeans are from the U.S.
Where in the U.S. are they produced?
How can I be certain that they aren’t from fields near nuclear power plants?
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Is there really safe food?
Even if there is,
It will be too expensive for me to afford.
I hear that the life in Tokyo is even tenser.
Tap water undrinkable
Even for washing vegetables, you are hesitant to use it
Even taking shower is uncomfortable.
The government and TV insist it’s safe,
But who could believe them?
More or less, all are affected by the disease of anxiety.
But that is not all.
Japan an archipelago with high probability of earthquake,
Had recklessly built numerous nuclear plants
And it is we the Japanese who could/did not stop them.
We are not just victims.
We knew somewhere in our minds that one day this could happen.
At street protests,
I often see more women, more mothers, and more people
Whom I don’t usually see on the street.
Hibakushas are everywhere on the globe:
Depleted uranium munitions used in Iraq caused many to be exposed to radiation.
In Belarus, 1 in every 4 individuals is said to be affected by diseases,
Related to radiation.
Fish caught near nuclear experiment sites across Russia
Are exported to India.
There are too many examples vis-à-vis the U.S,
By the use of nuclear substances, the state has destroyed
Autonomous livelihood of the Native Americans,
Bodies of low-income workers,
Sometimes even of their own soldiers.
It has sold countless nuclear products to the rest of the world,
Even Fukushima’s reactors were made by GE.
-Ayumi G.
[Japan Fissures Apr 18/11]
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Bottled water sold out in Tokyo -David McNeill Reuters

A DAY IN TOKYO
Reactor cooling wastewater
Contaminated with radiation 7,500,0000x
(Not a mistake)
Higher than normal regulatory limit.
Ceaselessly discharged into the nearby sea.
Cooling water flooding out of the reactor shows
The core of the reactor is damaged.
Company rep who made this announcement fell into tears,
Earnestly stating he was very sorry.
He seemed a sincere person,
But tears would not help us
It is not just marine products we are consuming,
We eat vegetables and drink water, too.
How much radiation would we take in total?
In Tokyo there are no longer any reporters who dare to ask this question,
Based upon the elementary addition shared among everyone including children.
And we too just ignore this whole thing.
Safety standards set in current Japan are now 10 to 100 times higher than WHO regulation.
Celebrities appear on TV, eating vegetables, even commenting how delicious they are
With a big smile on their faces,
While they bite on the food.
As if to say that those who would not buy these vegetables are out of their minds.
These scenes are so grotesque they could not belong to this world.
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This is our reality, however.
Heads of local governments around the Fukushima plant have submitted a demand
To raise the limit of safety standard for vegetables,
In order to overcome the damage by the “harmful rumors”.
A rare footage of just a first few seconds of the meeting at the Food Safety Commission shows
Bottles of water on the conference table.
The Commissioners are discussing how water contamination is “not dangerous”
While drinking bottled water!
It is getting quite late.
I wonder if I can sleep well tonight.
-Yoshihiko Ikegami
[Japan Fissures Apr 21/11]

TO SURVIVE IN TOKYO
Tap water in Tokyo,
Home to 30 million people,
Contaminated by fallout.
I am not going to run away from Tokyo,
I would like to see things through.
I hate nuclear power,
Not only do I hate it, but I am against it,
Strongly against it,
Absolutely against it.
Not only the Tokyo Electric Company
But also the pro-nuclear power policy of the Japanese government are wrong.
That the people living elsewhere suffer for the benefit of Tokyo is wrong.
I am using the light in my room as I type this right now, relying on the same power.
This is a contradiction.
I intend to accept this contradiction as it is.
I would like to connect myself to something
By being smeared by radiation.
With my body and mind smeared
With the contradiction and radiation,
I would like to protest against the nuclear power,
Stronger than ever.
Take this as an irrational thought
Of a man who lives in Tokyo.
-Illcommon
[Japan Fissures Mar 22/11]
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LEAVING TOKYO
Radioactive material entering the water supply
From the Arakawa and Tonegawa rivers.
If it enters Tonegawa upstream, half the metropolitan area will be affected:
20 million people would have to be supplied with bottled water.
Indefinitely.
If 1 person consumes 2 liters of water a day, this is 40 million liters.
Carried in four-ton trucks, this comes out to about 10,000 trucks
To just to carry this water from West Japan,
The scale of the operation is too great and unimaginable.
We need to face the fact that the water which supports 38 million people,
Has ceased to function.
This should be faced directly.
The problems are too big to think about calmly.
The area of this nuclear disaster contains about one-third Japan’s population.
Considering flow of food and industrial products,
Its influence will extend to the entire Japanese archipelago.
Attitudes available to people in this situation are:
Either to not think about the problem seriously or
Not to think about it at all.
A situation where the entire electrical generation system was lost,
Was treated as a situation which will not happen.
An earthquake and tsunami which exceeded predictions,
Were treated as a situation which could not happen.
The question of what would happen in those situations was deflected,
With the response that the person asking was perhaps thinking too much.
Correctly estimating the possible dangers,
Could render it impossible
To continue with the irrational enterprise
Of nuclear power generation.
One does not think about a situation so serious that it cannot take place.
One does not think about plan B.
This kind of sanctioned recklessness is a pillar of nuclear policy.
In most domestic reporting there has been a leap to play down the issue of radiation exposure
And push forward a kind of spirit-first ideology:
If everybody does their best everything will be all right
Even if they are told that the Kanto Plain is now a low-level radiation exposure zone,
A young couple with a contract on a condominium stuck with a loan is not in a position
To take that kind of obnoxious assertion seriously.
The possibility of damages being recognized is desperately low.
The only thing to do is to close their eyes.
Radiation is invisible,
And everyone is saying that things are okay anyway.
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Nuclear industry standards
For serious situations
Becoming the general standard
Of disaster area residents.
Residents who are really aware of the disaster
Are treating moving out of Eastern Japan as a real possibility.
They are being threatened with lost rights:
Associated with the realm of production.
Associated with the realm of reproduction.
Residents who are being forced into relinquishing their rights
Are being torn apart:
Whether to move,
Find a new job,
What to do about child support?
People who evacuated temporarily, now weigh moving.
In the space between the preexisting reality that we lived in,
And the reality that has newly appeared,
We must consider what ‘reality’ is.
In other words,
Ideology in the strict sense of the term
Is now in question.
Scrambling for a system of control,
The government is labeling legitimate suggestions
Based on evidence,
As rumors and hearsay,
Damaging reputations.
Its watchwords:
‘Prevent panic’
‘Stay calm.’
But the government are the ones
Who are really losing their calm,
And panicking,
Many young mothers are leaving the metropolitan area w
With their children in tow,
Their movement may expand
And extend itself.
Whatever manipulations of perspective one attempts,
The fact that radioactive cesium
Has been dumped into the sandboxes
Cannot be altered.
Watching TV it is clear,
The government’s nuclear policy has been born and nurtured
On lies, secrecy and image manipulation.
The phrase ‘100% safe’ is not going to work.
The insulated pipes of corporate society and the family
Are beginning to break.
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One cannot predict the scale of the population
That will leak out here.
This leak carries with it a rage and estrangement
Towards the ideology
That has supported society up to this point.
Not only women are leaking out,
Students, caregivers, young instructors, researchers,
Foreign students and researchers,
Will flee east Japan,
And leak out into West Japan and abroad.
A brain drain will begin,
Starting from Tokyo,
University towns will collapse.
My daughter asked me,
“Why am I the only one evacuating?”
Is it okay for her friends Akane and Shizuka and Akiyo
Not to evacuate?
I could not answer this.
I couldn’t even say ‘I understand’ or ‘it’s not like that.’
I still cannot explain this to a child.
I don’t want to come back at a child’s concerns about her friends
With a bunch of verbiage.
But I hold the conviction that in fleeing from Tokyo
Just by myself and with my child,
Without consulting anybody,
I did things in the right way.
-Shiro Yabu
[Japan Fissures May 18/11]

Haneda airport exodus, Tokyo
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She really wants to say: “We are screwed by TEPCO and Japanese corporate government!” -FTV

RADIATION ABOVE LEGAL LIMITS OVER 300 MILES FROM FUKUSHIMA
Radioactive cesium exceeding the allowed radiation level was detected,
In the final tea (“seicha”)
In 1 of 11 tea-growing regions.
The results for 8 other tea-growing regions
Were announced the day before,
Surprisingly high numbers – all in 3 digits,
The highest being 385 becquerels/kg.
The provisional limit is 500 becquerels per kilogram,
But still…
When they declare something “safe” –
Flee!
“Hon-yama cha” exceeding the provisional limit was only discovered,
Because in Tokyo food grocer Radishbo-ya,
Which delivers organic vegetables to its members,
Tested its own tea and alerted Shizuoka government –
Who demanded the grocer withhold the information,
And not publish it on their website.
“We’re doing the minimum that’s necessary to alert the consumers,”
Explained the Economy and Industry Division of the Shizuoka prefectural government
“If the information is published on a website, it may spread unnecessary fear.”
So Radishbo-ya sent out letters to the members who bought the tea
Explaining the reason for the recall.
[Shizuoka Shinbun June 9/11; Asahi Shinbun June 10/11]
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FUKSHIMA’S “ZONES OF SACRIFICE”
The 3-kilometer ring around the Dai-ichi plant,
Will likely not be actively redeveloped by the state,
This is a “zone of sacrifice.”
But what of the wider 20-kilometer zone?
What about the space around Japan’s 54 nuclear power plants –
Many of them located in areas vulnerable to hurricanes, tsunamis, earthquakes?
Nuclear-energy companies have re-organized themselves into just three mega-conglomerates:
Toshiba-Westinghouse
Hitachi-GE
Mitsubishi-Areva
They control 90% of the global nuclear industry,
From uranium mining to plant construction.
They quickly regrouped after 3/11
To devote their profit-making energies to Fukushima’s decommissioning process.
At least one of the nuclear giants will prosper.
-Wendy Matsumura, Assistant Professor of History at Furman University
[indypendent.org June 10/11]
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Dai-Ichi blows up on Japan national television March 19 2011 9.01.07am

FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR DISASTER COULD MAKE JAPAN UNINHABITABLE
The same day Germany announced it would close all its nuclear plants,
Because of Fukushima,
Dangerous levels of radiation were reported,
In Japanese clean-up workers.
Almost everyone polled recognised the name: Fukushima,
Only 4 of 50 had heard of any meltdown.
In Reactor 1,
Nuclear fuel has leaked out
It burns at 2,100 degrees Centigrade.
There may be little left of the rods,
Just clumps of “hot” uranium at the bottom of the reactors.
“Our understanding is that the No 2 reactor melted down.
We surmise that the No 3 reactor is in the same situation,”
-Haruki Madarame, chairman of the Nuclear Safety Commission
Former nuclear industry engineer and executive Arnie Gunderson
Describes ground water contamination at Fukushima as:
“The worst in human history.”
There was a hydrogen explosion,
It was a detonation.
Frame by frame analysis shows a flame
Which confirms
The fuel pool is burning.
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Fukushima’s highly radioactive gases and liquids
Continue to be released into the environment
Unabated.
Higher than normal levels of radioactivity
Reported in Tokyo
U.S.A.
Canada
Europe
UK
Professor Christopher Busby from the European Committee on Radiation Risks
Suggests we are likely to see
At least 400,000 cases of cancer
From Fukushima.
“It is a global situation now,
And the situation continues to worsen.
The situation is essentially out of control.”
What happens when the prevailing winds turn ‘round,
And begin to blow,
Towards Tokyo?
If there is a very big aftershock,
Reactor 4 will probably collapse.
This would create a Chernobyl type-catastrophe,
Combined with a change in the wind –
So it’s blowing the radiation to the South instead of out to sea –
Could make almost all of Japan, including Tokyo,
Uninhabitable forever
Or as “criticalities” continue,
There could come more hydrogen explosions,
Blowing one or more reactors apart,
Also creating a Chernobyl-type event.
This combined with the wind change would create the same result –
An uninhabitable Japan.
At TEPCO press conferences,
Foreign correspondents and Japanese freelancers regularly ask probing questions,
While mainstream journalists simply record and report company statements,
Reiterating that the situation is basically under control,
There is nothing to worry about.
TEPCO is a giant media sponsor,
With an annual 20 billion yen advertising budget.
“The Japanese media today is no different from the wartime propaganda media,
That kept repeating to the very end that ‘Japan is winning the war against America’,”
Exclaims Takashi Uesugi.
Why is this not on the front page of every single newspaper in the world?
Why are official agencies not measuring from many places around the world,
And reporting on contamination
Every single day since this disaster happened?
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Radioactivity has been being released now for almost two full months!
“Especially continuous exposure to small amounts of radioactivity
Can cause all kinds of increases in cancers,” Dr. Norris says.
Helen Caldecott
[Independent (Australia) May 31/11]

Fukushima girl trusted adults -Carlos Barria Reuters

SICKENED CHILDREN
Once a “baseless rumor” on the Net,
Now written up in a big newspaper
With readership in Tokyo,
And the surrounding Kanto area:
What's happening to children in Koriyama City, Fukushima,
50 kilometers from Fukushima I Nuclear Power Plant?
Weeks of nosebleeds,
Diarrhea,
Lack of energy…
“Effect of radiation unknown,” says the doctor,
“Please have the blood test done for white blood cells.”
Parents decide whether to let their schoolchildren drink local milk,
Which tends to concentrate radioactive materials.
One mother says she lets her daughter drink milk with other children,
Because the daughter does not want to get excluded by other children,
For not drinking radioactive milk with them.
“I'm so worried,” says the father of a 4-month-old baby daughter.
“I don't know how to defend ourselves.”
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A mother with a 6-year-old son is angry:
"Doctors, researchers, they all say different things.
Take Iitate-mura,
They just let the villagers get exposed to high radiation for a month.
When the air radiation level got lower,
They told them to move out.
Her family has just built a new house.
How could they survive economically if they moved?
When would they be able to come back?
What about cost the psychological effect on her child?
She just couldn't decide what to do.
-Ao Ideta
[Tokyo Shinbun June 16/11;ex-skf.blogspot.com]

“Many children with nosebleeds near Fukushima” -ex-skf.blogspot.com
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Fukushima kids return to school under invisible clouds of radioactivity-Carlos Barria Reuters

東京を離れて
矢部史郎
小学生の娘を連れて、雨上がりの公園に行く。鉄棒に飛びつく。飛びついてから、それがびちゃ
びちゃに濡れていることに気づく。娘はぶらぶらと体を揺らしてから、鉄棒についた雨水をなめ
はじめる。「そんなものなめちゃだめだ」と叱ると、「だっておいしいんだもん」と言う。鉄棒
をなめることに飽きると今度は、小さな雑草の花を摘みとって蜜を吸う真似をする。「そんな花
に蜜なんかないだろ」と言うと、「蜜あるよ」と言う。花摘みに飽きると今度は、あたりに散ら
ばっている小枝を拾って、地面に線をひく。地面に線路を描いて電車ごっこをする。目を離した
すきに、うっすらと泥のついた利き手の指を４本、口にいれている。「汚いだろ」と注意するが
、娘は聞いていない。別の遊びを考えるので頭がいっぱいだ。一事が万事この調子で、彼女（た
ち）は地面に落ちたものをほこりがついているのもかまわず平気で食べたりする。おそらく大人
が見ていないところでは、もっといろんなものを落としたり拾ったりして口にしているだろう。
私が東京都から愛知県に転居することを決めた第一の理由は、子供がこういう調子だからである
。いまや低線量被曝地帯となった関東で、子供を育てることはできない。これを過剰な反応だと
受け止める人もいるだろう。だが、子供が生きている現場をよくよく想像してみてほしい。自分
が子供だった頃、どんな遊びをしたか。軒からしたたりおちる雨水を口で受け止めて遊んだこと
はなかったろうか。忘れないでほしいのは、我々はみな大人が顔をしかめるような不潔な遊びを
思う存分楽しんで育ったのだ。子供には不潔な遊びをする権利がある。雨水と戯れたければ、気
がすむまで戯れる権利があるのだ。

原発時代の不条理
篠原雅武
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一九八二年八月の朝日新聞に掲載された「核時代の不条理」というエッセイで、柄谷行人は、人
間世界はいつか滅びるという意識を、子供の頃からもっていたと述べている。米ソのあいだで維
持されている「核の均衡」のもとで人類が生きていることの不条理を柄谷は指摘する。この均衡
が少しでも揺らげば一瞬で地球は放射能により汚染され、誰もが住めない場所になる、こういっ
たことを存在の条件として人類が生きていることがあまりにも不条理である、ということだ。
だが柄谷は、不条理を生きているということを、けっして嘆いているのではない。不条理が、人
類にとって打ち消しがたい条件になっていることを、まずは認めなくてはならないといっている
のだ。
日本型ショック・ドクトリン――ネオリベラリズムとアメリカの影
木下ちがや
３・１１からおよそ二ヶ月半が過ぎた。これまでわれわれは、大地震、大津波、そして原発事故
という、これまで経験したことがない未曽有の危機の連鎖から、現在の日本の政治と社会を論じ
てきた。この間日本では、４月１０日、５月７日には一万五千人を超えるデモンストレーション
があり、相乗的に盛り上がりつつある反原発の世論はもっとも危険な浜岡原発を停止に追い込み
、原発問題についての民衆リテラシーは着実に上昇しつつある。現在の日本の政治的な対抗軸は
原発問題が中心である。しかしそれは、政治全体の、社会全体の権力関係に規定されているので
あり、事実、日本の支配層は、こうした危機を梃子にして、宿願であるネオリベラリズム改革と
対米従属の強化を一挙にすすめようとしているのである。このエッセイの課題は、２００９年の
政権交代の政治過程に遡りつつ、３・１１以降の危機の状況下での日本の支配層の戦略について
検討することである。

低線量被爆地帯から――シビル・バイオ・ソサエティ？
池上善彦
福島原子力発電所から屋内退避地域外40キロに飯館村という村がある。この村は一時期チェルノ
ブイリ近隣地域と同程度の放射能汚染が観測された。3月30日、IAEAはこの村に入り放射能測定
を行い、通常の200万倍の値を検出した。IAEAは村民は避難するべきという勧告を行った。しか
し政府はIAEAの計測方法は不充分であり、信憑性がないことをほのめかしながら、日本側が行
ったIAEAよりかなり低い値の正統性を主張しながら、村は全く安全でありしたがって村民の避
難は必要ない旨を宣言した。その二日後IAEAは、理由は分からずまた根拠も発表せず、自分た
ちが計測した数値が間違いであったとそっと発表した。
東京を含む関東地方での直接の関心事はまず第一に原子力発電所そのものの推移である。メルト
ダウン、プルトニウムの飛散という最悪の事態あるのか、あるいは事態は沈静化に向かっている
のか。これは現実で言えば全く不明としか言いようはない。しかし、その根拠は全く不明である
が、政府は沈静化に向かうとアナウンスし続け、マスコミは御用学者を動員して、事態は言い方
向に向かっているとのコメントを連呼している。民間の研究所あるいは専門家、ジャーナリスト
の主にインターネットを用いて発信する情報は、最悪の場合に備えよと警告を発し続けている。
次に関心があるのは、当然飲料水、特に水道水と原子力発電所周囲の農産物の汚染度である。東
京の水源の多く、そして大都市の野菜を初めとする食料は多くはこの地方におっている。政府は
非常時の暫定値と称して、WHOの基準値の10～100倍の値を最低限の値として定め、つまりか
なりの程度汚染されていなければ汚染と認めなくした上で、水及び野菜の危険度を判定し、その
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多くは数値はかなり出ているものの、安全であり食しても何ら問題はないとして、警告対象外と
している。そしてある程度以下は（それでもWHOの基準の10倍程度）は不検出としている（実
際は検出されているはずである）。我々は日々水道水と野菜などの数値をテレビであるいはイン
ターネットで確認して、その日の生活を考えなくてはならない羽目に陥っている。

6/11のための声明——われわれみなが日本である [Todos Somos Japon]！
シルビア•フェデリッチ
今日ここに、皆さんと共にいられないことがまことに残念です。わたしが自ら、日本の人々との
連帯を表明し、地球上に遍在する全ての原子力発電所を封鎖する呼びかけを行うために。

Miss Chernobyl -randompress.net
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PART II
DIALECTIC

KILL NO ONE
“Unexpected Situation” the phrase repeatedly used to rationalize
Deaths of tens of thousands of people,
Still leaves hundreds of thousands individuals exposed to radiation,
Millions’ livelihoods destroyed.
The current state never unexpected,
Many people have repeatedly given warnings,
The disaster was folded within the capitalist system itself.
To support urban energy consumption of Tokyo and other big cities
Millions outside those metropolis are violently exposed to radioactivity.
Japanese government is unequivocally responsible for supporting the corporations –
Laying out the legislation beneficial for their increasing the number of nuclear plants.
Electric companies and Japanese government must pay their debt now.
We are about to become “nuclear disaster victims”.
Accidents will continue hammering the agriculture of entire Tohoku region
For years to come,
Will boil-up the prices of safer products across the nation,
And elsewhere.
The urban poor will certainly be excluded from the distribution of safer food.
Because of the planned blackouts from lack of electricity,
Commercial businesses are closing down.
We all are disaster victims.
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We demand of Japanese Government and TEPCO:
Immediate closure of all the nuclear power plants across Japan.
Cease all business that devours human life.
TEPCO must compensate all the nuclear disaster victims.
TEPCO must compensate all those exposed to radiation for their medical and daily expenses
to insure their recovery from the health damages they suffer.
TEPCO must compensate for all financial losses of businesses that unavoidably shut down
their operation following the accident.
They must compensate for all financial sufferings of those who were forced to wage cuts and
unemployment.
Let us get out from the never-ending loop of information radiation:
Overwhelming spectacle of tsunamis and fires,
Numbers conveying water levels in the reactors,
Comments made by proxy scholars and specialists repeating:
“No immediate effects to your health.”
This information radioactivity gives us an inevitable helplessness,
Forces us to silently justify the excuses by the government and TEPCO
Attempting to obscure who and what system are responsible
For causing this catastrophe.
It is imperative for us to immediately nullify the information radioactivity
And begin to name and prosecute those who are truly responsible.
-All Freeters’ Union
[Japan Fissures Mar 17/11]
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Natori, Miyagi Prefecture

THE EARTH SHAKES AND THE SEA INVADES
The disaster will never be over.
Hurricane Katrina BP Chernobyl Exxon-Valdez are not over.
Hiroshima and Nagasaki are not over.
Auschwitz and Treblinka are not over.
Disasters begin suddenly,
End slowly
They are open-ended,
Many things come from them.
Some of the changes are permanent.
Sometimes a disaster is almost like a revolution,
The old order seems over.
People no longer trust the institutions they took for granted,
Feel deeply connected to each other:
The same sense of solidarity, of possibility,
Suspension of everyday divides, rules, and expectations.
An earthquake launched the beginning of the end
Of the Somoza dictatorship in Nicaragua.
This huge disaster has already changed the dialogue
About nuclear power and weapons around the world
The world is never the same again
But how it changes is partly up to us.
-Letter from Rebecca Solnit
[Japan Fissures Mar 30/11]
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Homeless in Osaka -pingmag.jp

DO NOT CRY FOR ARGENTINA
Tears of anger,
Tears of frustration,
Tears of inspiration.
In Argentina, after a total economic collapse in 2001,
People began coming together,
Rejecting the powers that got them into the crisis,
Shouting and singing “Que se vayan todos!”
“They all must go!”
Neighborhood assemblies,
Elaborate barter networks,
Collective kitchens and gardens,
They took over their workplaces and continue to run them together –
Horizontally.
Within the rejection came the creation,
What is beginning in Japan feels similar to what began also in Argentina,
The beginning of the shout of rejection,
The coming together to create something else –
Something new –
Something just.
Companeros from the homeless encampments in the park,
The Kamagasaki Patrol in Osaka,
You are creating commons, a Commune,
A city of refugees.
Companeros of the People’s Rescue Troops,
What can I say of your boldness and incredible solidarity,
Organizing against unemployment and for dignity?
Outside the G8 we spoke
Of Another World Being Possible
You are now creating that world –
And in the worst of possible circumstances.
-Letter from Marina Sitrin
[Japan Fissures Apr 13/11]
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NOTES FOR UNDERSTANDING WHAT IS HAPPENING IN JAPAN
While the Japanese government desperately attempts
To sustain its sovereignty,
It is revealing its incapacity
To solve the amassing problems.
Its national territory is being divided up
Into enclaves of inaccessible regions,
The national economy is sinking into the abyss.
All these could result in a fundamental disequilibrium and…
What has been revealed since 3/11
Are not only the problems inherent in nuclear power.
Also those rooted in the amalgamation
Of the bureaucratic system, technology and civil society.
A civil war over internal recriminations has begun,
The effects of the radiation are yet to be revealed.
The information blurring centered
On the intentional underestimation of radiation and its effects,
Shows only their desperate attempt to sustain and control
Everyday business as usual.
This is proving to be an unforgivable crime
For the reproduction of people’s lives:
The accusations against buying bottled water,
Of not buying food products from the northeast,
The bashing of those who express their anxiety, frustration and anger…
There are people who would not want to admit the magnitude of the crisis,
In order to continue their everyday life in the society as they know it.
There are people who dare to understand the situation correctly,
Knowing that this could lead to deeper devastation and despair.
The populace is split between denial and confrontation.
The latter could pave the way to another sociality.
Deep devastation and despair
Are dialectically counteracted
By strong anger
And a powerful impetus for analyses.
It is now clear that global capitalism
Has no intention of abolishing nuclear power,
Rather is seeking to re-organize the technocracy to
Manage nuclear disaster,
Forcing people to get used to varied forms and degrees
Of radiation.
The management of nuclear disaster
Is the coming strategy
For profitmaking, rule and control.
We do not have the words to describe
How menacing this practice would be.
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It is a new form of nuclear war,
No longer being fought between the states,
But between the global nuclear regime
And all the life forms –
Including humans.
It is a disaster caused by capitalism,
It is the implosion of the apparatus,
The whole of the systems
Run by capitalist/nation/state,
Triggered by the earthquake and tsunami,
The processes of planetary movement.
It is impossible not to think of their connection,
Between disaster and revolution,
Intended toward a formation of new sociality,
Whose entirety is unforeseen,
And an unforeseen global revolutionary impetus.
Here exists the fundamental problematic:
While the well-being of humans cannot be granted
Without the well-being of nature,
Human laws in their entirety are unequivocally based upon
Human’s claim to treat nature as a mere object,
Mere resources to exploit.
They are designed to expropriate nature,
Appropriating, privatizing and dividing
The ultimate commons,
Called the Earth.
Therefore if we think about the rights of Mother Earth full-heartedly,
We have to accept,
Decomposing this unilateral claim/right of humanity.
Without serious attempt to answer this question,
The praise of Mother Earth sounds vain.
The global event called Fukushima,
Radically questions the validity of all concepts
Associated with global governance.
The unconscious Earth,
Surfaced in the conscious world
In the form of natural disaster,
And began to open fissures in the apparatus,
That had been expanding larger and larger.
The language of the planetary unconscious
Now shaking everything
About being human.
As we all know by now,
If not for a global movement
To oust capitalist/nation/state,
To undo the apparatus,
We are heading toward suicide
With all what we are familiar with.
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If there is such a movement coming,
An ultimate class struggle
Between the global nuclear regime
And living beings,
Its real and potential battleground,
Will be over the planetary unconscious,
The ultimate commons,
Called the Earth,
Nurturing mother
And goddess of wrath.
The struggle will be unprecedented,
The forms it takes
Are yet to be discovered,
It will involve not only the negotiation processes called politics,
But also everything about our minds, society and environment
-Sabu Kohso
[Through Europe Apr 25/11]

Reactor #4 –TEPCO
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AN INUNDATION OF RUMORS IS ALREADY ANNOUNCING
THE ADVENT OF REVOLUTION
It is not I who is insane,
But the world that is insincerely smiling,
While being exposed to radiation.
Let us discuss,
The Justice of Panic:
The etymology of “panic”
Goes back to possession by Pan
Wherein domestic animals
Come to be uncontrollable.
“Don’t be panicked!”
“Don’t stir up unrest… ”
What is named evil here is the flow of expression
By the revolutionary intelligence of crowds.
Nobody can persuade them to be calm.
Sudden catastrophe runs a crack through everyday life,
Perhaps the interruption is the beginning of all becoming.
Instead of suppressing fear,
We should share the panic.
What is at stake is to live the justice of panic.
The time of a new plague under pouring radiation
Would deliver agony and death to us,
Except that fear is about to be deprived to us.
The archipelago has lost its future,
We are living the time of a new plague.
Now it is necessary to remove the distinction
Between human and nature,
Now that the time of plague has begun,
Panic would have to be affirmed.
Everywhere on the horizon,
An unprecedented struggle has begun,
Everybody is experiencing it.
Why has there not been a discussion of cancelling the loans
For the cars and houses that were washed away?
Why have local government bodies not appeared in the stricken areas
To unconditionally offer livelihood support?
Radiation is self-evident,
All the discourses on numbers and safety are meaningless,
Sooner or later,
Radioactive substances are introduced into the body.
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What is happening in this time of plague
Is the struggle of crowds
Over the truth.
To be evacuated
Should not be only the bearing sex.
Stop murder,
Break away from nuclear power
As a sacrament of capitalism.
Put an end to the idiotic society.
We shall behave recklessly,
Disregarding any manner and shame.
Revolt will be varied.
A large sabotage will demand
Cancellation of all loans of the disaster sufferers.
Government buildings in the stricken areas
Will be occupied by refugees,
Claiming unconditional livelihood support.
Part of them will start living
In company housing and the resort facilities,
Of TEPCO, Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi.
All the courses of the proxy scholars will be boycotted,
When students realize
There is no such knowledge,
That only specialists would understand.
In the anti-nuke demonstration of April 10th in Tokyo,
20,000 people participated.
Let us repeat –
We must affirm panic
And live the time of a new meteorology!
As we are panicked, frightened, grieved and in despair.
The disaster of nuclear plants,
Was the implosion of cognitive capitalism,
And a beginning of insurrection,
Within the revolution.
-Committee for Translating The Coming Insurrection
[Japan Fissures Apr 28/11]

日本語による原文下部に掲載）
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IN SOLIDARITY
High tech capitalism
Does not protect us against catastrophes,
Only intensifies their threat,
While blocking any escape route.
This is why the events in Japan
Are potentially so threatening,
And so de-legitimizing,
For the international capitalist power-structure,
For the chain of meltdowns feared
Or actually occurring,
Stands as a concrete embodiment,
Of what capitalism has in store for us,
With total disregard of our well-being.
This is also why so much is done
To minimize the severity of the situation,
To place the dramatic developments
Daily unfolding in and out of the plants,
Out of sight.
The disaster at Fukushima
Is a tremendous blow
To the legitimacy of nuclear power.
A tremendous ideological campaign is under way
To make sure it does not become,
The occasion for a global revolt against nuclear power,
And more important,
For a process of revolutionary change.
The threat the disaster at Fukushima
Poses to international capital,
Is not that thousands of people
May develop cancer, leukemia,
Lose their homes,
Lose their livelihood,
See their lands and waters
Contaminated for thousands of years.
The danger is governments will institute new regulations,
Scrap plans for more nuclear plants construction.
Where are the planes carrying food, medicines, blankets?
Where are the doctors, the nurses, and engineers?
Where is the United Nations so readily fighting in Ivory Coast?
We do not need to ask.
Everything must be done to prevent this nuclear disaster,
From sinking into the consciousness of people,
And trigger a worldwide revulsion against nuclear power,
Against those who knowingly have exposed so many to its dangers.
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What we are witnessing, most dramatically,
Is the beginning of an era in which capitalism is dropping
Any humanitarian pretense,
And refusing any commitment
To the protection of human life.
Just one month after its inception,
The catastrophe still unfolding in Japan
Is already being pushed,
To a corner of the evening news,
In the same way as nothing is any longer said
About the oil in the Gulf of Mexico.
We are repeatedly informed
That catastrophes are inevitable,
No energy path is safe,
Disasters are not cause for retreat,
Not all is negative, after all,
Tokyo’s troubles are Osaka’s gain!
What we see today in Japan
Is the moment of truth in a world capitalist system:
After five centuries of exploitation
Of millions across the planet,
After endless litanies on how science opens a path
Of constant perfectibility of the human race,
Convinced we have become so identified with capital,
So lost the will and capacity
To construct an alternative,
We will not be able to prise its future apart from ours,
Even after it has demonstrated
To be totally destructive of our lives.
We will not be like the mindless laborious ants,
Who mechanically reconstruct their hill,
No matter how many times it is destroyed.
A mobilization in response to the disaster in Japan
Should not be limited to demanding
That no more nuclear plants be constructed,
And those in existence be dismantled,
Nor that more investment be directed
To the development of “clean energy” technology.
Death, genocide, ecological destruction come in many forms,
We should see the proposed proliferation of nuclear plants,
And the callous indifference demonstrated by politicians,
To the possible destruction of million of lives under a nuclear regime,
As symptomatic of a whole relation to capital and the state.
We need to approach the question of nuclear power
As the prism through which to read our present relation to capital,
And bring our different struggles and forms of resistance together.
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Short of that,
Our political activities will remain powerless,
Separated and fragmented
Like the reports about Libya, Ivory Coast and Japan
On the networks’ evening news.
Nuclear power is not just an energy form,
It is a specific form of capital accumulation and social control,
Enabling capital to achieve regional or global hegemony,
Through the threat of annihilation,
Pre-empting resistance,
Generating the kind of docility and passivity
We have witnessed in response to such capital-made disasters as
Katrina,
Haiti,
And today Japan,
That enabled the French and U.S. governments to explode hundreds of atomic bombs
In open air,
And use entire population from the Marshall Islands to Tahiti,
As guinea pigs.
Nuclear power can only be destroyed by social movements
That treat it politically,
Not only as a destructive form of energy
But as a strategy of accumulation and terror,
A means of devaluing our lives.
Our struggle must revive the memory of the crimes
Committed in the past,
Beginning with Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
For with memory,
Comes the demand for justice.
Letter from Silvia Federici & George Caffentzis
[infoshop.org May 5/11]

-Yoshikazu Tsuno AFP
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INTRODUCING POST-WAR HISTORY IN THE NUCLEAR ACCIDENT DEBATE
It is high time to clarify the historical continuity,
We have not been able to grasp before the accident,
Confronting Japan’s nuclear allergy,
We remember the radiation detected in fish in 1954,
Was only one-fifth the level we find today –
The level repeatedly told “safe” by the government.
Actual effects of the A-bombs long concealed to the Japanese
After the war.
USA built and ran Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission
To closely observe victims of their A-bomb radiation
For military purpose.
Radiation and radioactive substances are two different things:
These scholars almost never mentioned
The internal and low-level exposures,
The core forms of radiation for Hiroshima and Nagasaki victims.
Low-level radiation could affect the body anytime
Regardless of the amount.
The tragedy of the A-bomb destruction is widely known,
Issues of internal and low-level exposures are not well recognized.
This is the root of A-bomb survivors’ agony
That still continues to this day.
Could the Fukushima nuclear accident be a motivation for us
To make connection between the current disaster experience
To the A-bomb experience,
And understand our post-war history
And the world history?
Nuclear weapons and nuclear power plants
Are two different appearances of the same thing.
They are inseparable,
They share many factors in common.
We must not forget
Technology of nuclear power industry,
Originates in nuclear weapons.
The essence of nuclear technology
Is military technology.
Hence secretism persists,
With the slogan: “Atoms For Peace ”
Only through our efforts to learn from the past,
We may see a different future gradually appearing.
-Yoshihiko Ikegami
[Japan Fissures May 7/11]
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SHOCK DOCTRINE OF JAPANESE TYPE NEOLIBERALISM
AND THE SHADOW OF AMERICA
Two demonstrations took place on 4/10 and 5/7.
Mobilizing more than 15,000 participants,
The mass literacy concerning nuclear issues,
Has been steadily in improvement.
Public opinion has forced the most dangerous Hamaoka Nuclear plant,
Into suspension of operation.
The Democratic Party, the LDP and the financial establishment,
Are seeking to plant new seeds for capitalist accumulation,
Taking this crisis as a good opportunity –
Call this the Shock Doctrine of Japanese type.
Call it Operation Tomadachi.
In Japan, Operation Tomodachi
Received as a pure goodwill
Of the allied nation.
Primary purpose to show off U.S. power
In an emergency situation.
The real objective: less for rescuing lives,
Than securing raison d’être of U.S. military presence.
The military operation was instigated
According to U.S. national interests:
Priority was not lifesaving,
But national security.
Defense of US bases had priority,
Active engagement in the accident
Was motivated by data collection
For experimental purposes.
The introduction of a crewless reconnaissance plane
For observing the reactors,
And deployment of the undercover
Chemical Biological Incident Response Force,
Will be made use of as a crucial training,
In expectation of coming nuclear warfare.
While the Operation was being acted upon,
The U.S. was attacking Libya,
Backing the massacre in Bahrain,
Slaughtering the terrorist mastermind Geronimo with his family,
By stepping in another sovereign country with its barefoot,
And screaming with joy.
With China and East Asia resurgent,
Operation Tomodachi was instigated,
To draw Japan back under the U.S.A. umbrella,
And make it aware of its role as an advance base of the U.S.
In East Asia.
It was a shock treatment to reorient Japan,
Taking advantage of the crisis.
-Chigaya Kinoshita
[Japan Fissures May 29/11]
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TODOS SOMOS JAPON
In the face of the meltdown of three nuclear reactors,
Japanese authorities have refused to evacuate the people affected,
Except in the immediate vicinity of the plants.
They have urged the population
Continue consuming vegetables
Produced near Fukushima,
Arguing it is a patriotic act.
They have raised by 20-times
The amount of radiation deemed acceptable,
They have forbidden mothers from directly monitoring
Radiation levels at their children’s schools,
Stating that reading a digital Geiger counter
Is a job for experts.
Let us put pressure on the Japanese government
And the nuclear industry,
Who are responsible for the disaster,
To do what they should have done immediately
After the reactors’ explosions.
Evacuate all the people in the areas affected.
Provide day to day reliable information,
Gathered by independent monitors
And widely distributed to the population.
Cover all health related expenses.
Compensate people for the houses they must vacate,
The jobs and income lost, the parks and gardens
Turned forever into wastelands.
Our thoughts should go especially to the women of Japan,
Who are most strongly opposed to the government propaganda,
About patriotism and sacrifice,
They are struggling to resist this suicidal logic,
Which demands their families
Consume radioactive products,
To show the world that all is well in this country,
And a nuclear disaster is something we can live with.
Their struggle is our struggle,
Their resistance needs our support.
-Silvia Federici
[Japan Fissures June 10/11]
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THE ABSURDITY OF THE ATOMIC AGE
This equipment built and run
Only if accidents absolutely
Would not occur –
The same as “nuclear equilibrium”,
An absurd state of affairs:
Nuclear power plants have as their condition
The possibility of enormous accidents.
Things can break.
But in the case of nuclear power plants,
The catastrophe triggered by their accidental collapse
Is all too horrific,
Therefore accidents could absolutely not occur.
At the time of the Chernobyl accident,
I was eleven,
Even now I remember the shock I felt,
When I saw the newspaper headline.
I wondered suspiciously,
Why humans built such a dangerous thing in the first place.
If similar accidents repeatedly occurred,
Wouldn’t the world come to be like “Fist of the North Star?”
(A comic hugely popular among children at the time,
Set in a world in the aftermath of nuclear war)
I directed these suspicions to adults,
I felt frustrated when no one would answer them definitively.
Much has been said about the possibility of nuclear war.
Not so much about the potential for a nuclear plant accident.
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Nuclear plants,
As much as nuclear equilibrium,
Have always been a threat to the human world.
But the absurdity has never been discussed seriously.
If there is anything we ought to do after 3/11,
Isn’t it, first of all,
To rethink the question of the absurdity
We have lived through?
Masatake Shinohara
[Japan Fissures June 21/11]

Chernobyl graffiti -funforever.net

After Three Mile Island meltdown
It took six years
Before engineers could re-open the core
To determine how far the meltdown progressed.
The site remains closed today.
[IsraelNationalNews.com]
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Japan's Prime Minister Naoto Kan (center) reacts to earthquake as he attends committee meeting in
the upper house of parliament in Tokyo March 11, 2011

PART III
FUKUSHIMA TIMELINE
MARCH 11
On the afternoon of March 11, 2011, as TEPCO Chairman Katsumata Tsunehisa hosts dozens of
appreciative media executives on a cozy junket to China, two 50-mile-thick slabs of the Earth’s
crust, grinding in an 80-million-year-old collision, suddenly buckles along 300-kilometers of fault
line, wrenching Honshu more than 11 feet closer to North America.
The massive temblor triggers the automatic shutdown of the Fukushima Dai-Ichi’s three operating
nuclear reactors. It also knocks out a transformer, severing the plant’s connection to the electricity
grid.
The shaking experienced at the plant is within its approved design specifications, reports Gabriel
Snyder in his groundbreaking investigative report, “Meltdown: What Really Happened At
Fukushima.” But poorly assembled, worn-out and cracked recirculation and cooling pipes burst,
snap, leak, and break – long before the tidal wave reaches the facilities, cutting electricity to the
40-year-old Unit 1, grandfather of all nuclear reactors still operating in Japan.
“I personally saw pipes that came apart and I assume that there were many more that had been
broken throughout the plant. There’s no doubt that the earthquake did a lot of damage inside the
plant," recounts a 27-year-old maintenance engineer. The reactor walls of the reactor are quite
fragile, he adds. “If the walls are too rigid, they can crack under the slightest pressure from inside,
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so they have to be breakable because if the pressure is kept inside and there is a buildup of
pressure, it can damage the equipment inside the walls so it needs to be allowed to escape."
“It felt like the earthquake hit in two waves, the first impact was so intense you could see the
building shaking, the pipes buckling, and within minutes, I saw pipes bursting. Some fell off the
wall. Others snapped," recalls a technician in his late 30s. "I was severely alarmed because as I
was leaving I was told and I could see that several pipes had cracked open, including what I
believe were cold water supply pipes. That would mean that coolant couldn’t get to the reactor
core. If you can’t sufficiently get the coolant to the core, it melts down. "
As he heads to his car, he can see the walls of the reactor one building had already started to
collapse. “There were holes in them. "
A third worker is coming into work when the earth shifts, Snyder learns. “After the second
shockwave hit, I heard a loud explosion that was almost deafening. I looked out the window and I
could see white smoke coming from Reactor One. I thought to myself, ‘this is the end.’”
When the worker gets to his office, the supervisor orders them to evacuate, explaining, “There’s
been an explosion of some gas tanks in reactor one, probably the oxygen tanks. In addition to
this there has been some structural damage, pipes have burst, meltdown is possible. Please take
shelter immediately.”
As the employees prepare to leave, the tsunami warning sounds.
Kei Sugaoka, a Japanese engineer who worked at the Unit 1, isn’t surprised that a meltdown
occurs immediately after the earthquake. He sent the Japanese government on June 28, 2000
warning them of the problems there.
Katsunobu Onda, author of TEPCO: The Dark Empire, sounded the alarm about the firm in his
2007 book. “Nuclear reactors are only as strong as their weakest links, and those links are the
pipes,” Onda learned. “If TEPCO and the government of Japan admit an earthquake can do direct
damage to the reactor, this raises suspicions about the safety of every reactor they run. They are
using a number of antiquated reactors that have the same systematic problems, the same wear
and tear on the piping,”
One TEPCO engineer tells Onda that often piping would not match up the way it should
according to the blueprints. In these cases, heavy machinery pulled the stressed pipes close
enough to weld them shut. Inspection of piping was often cursory and the backs of the pipes,
which were hard to reach, were often ignored. Repair jobs were rushed; no one wanted to be
exposed to nuclear radiation longer than necessary.
Problems with the fractured, deteriorating, poorly repaired pipes and the cooling system had been
pointed out for years, Synder reports. In 2002, whistle-blower allegations that TEPCO had
deliberately falsified safety records came to light and the company was forced to shut down all of
its reactors and inspect them, including the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant.
Kei Sugaoka, a GE on-site inspector first notified Japan’s nuclear watch dog, Nuclear Industrial
Safety Agency (NISA) in June of 2000. The Japanese government took more than two years to
collude in covering it up. They gave the whistleblower’s name to TEPCO.
“The pipes, which regulate the heat of the reactor and carry coolant, are the veins and arteries of
a nuclear power plant; the core is the heart. If the pipes burst, vital components don’t reach the
heart and thus you have a heart attack, in nuclear terms: meltdown. you can’t cool a reactor core
if the pipes carrying the coolant and regulating the heat rupture – it doesn’t get to the core,” Onda
adds.
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In September of 2002, TEPCO admitted to covering up data concerning cracks in critical
circulation pipes in addition to previously revealed falsifications.
“The records that were covered up had to do with cracks in parts of the reactor known as
recirculation pipes. These pipes are there to siphon off heat from the reactor. If these pipes were
to fracture, it would result in a serious accident in which coolant leaks out," notes the Citizen’s
Nuclear Information Center. "Cracks were found in the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant, reactor
one, reactor two, reactor three, reactor four, reactor five.”
On March 2, nine days before the meltdown, the Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) gave
TEPCO a warning on its failure to inspect critical pieces of equipment at the plant, which included
the recirculation pumps, Snyder reveals.
At 3:29 p.m., minutes before the tsunami reached the plant, a radiation alarm goes off 1.5
kilometers from the Number One reactor.
A dozen diesel generators – each the size of a train locomotive – can run the facility as long as
their fuel holds out. But they are located in a basement just 140 meters from and 10 meters
above the hungry sea. It would be laughably inadequate if the consequences were not so dire.
The tsunami that roars ashore along 860 kilometers of shoreline is 15 to 24 meters high. It surges
2.4 kilometers inland.
Goodbye generators. TEPCO informs the government it is experiencing “station blackout”.
“Coping” batteries cannot cope. “Without cooling, nuclear reactors are like giant kettles left to boil.
Water covering the fuel rods inside begins to turn to steam, exposing the rods that melt and emit
radiation upon contact with air,” writes Peter Langdon.

Tsunami floods Fukushima Daiichi 3:44 pm March 11 2011-cartoradiations.fr

At 4:36 p.m., less than two hours after the quake, TEPCO loses control of three reactors. Nearly
three hours later, Prime Minister Kan declares a nuclear emergency, prompting an evacuation of
residents living with 20-kilometres of the Fukushima facility within 24 hours.
It’s already too late. At 9:51 p.m., the TEPCO CEO orders the inside of the reactor building a noentry zone. Around 11 p.m., rising radiation levels for the inside of the turbine building show that
the meltdown is already underway.
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By early morning on March 12, the cooling water in Reactor 1 boils off, exposing stored and
active fuel rods to the air. As they begin to burn at white-hot temperatures, TEPCO vents
radioactive steam into the atmosphere to reduce pressure in the reactor. More than 1,300 spent
fuel rods stored on top of the inactive Reactor 4 also ignite. That afternoon, a massive hydrogen
explosion inside No. 1 Reactor building blows radioactive particles more than a mile into the sky.
Radiation levels rise quickly.
TEPCO now has three reactors without cooling systems, and a fourth with a radioactive blaze
vomiting radiation into the air. When Reactor 3 explodes, it will eject chunks of plutonium more
than a mile from the plant. A single speck of the deadliest manmade substance on Earth can kill.
By the end of the first day, the triple disaster – quake, tsunami, meltdown – is being referred to as
“san ten ichi ichi”- 3/11. [globalresearch.ca May 10, 2011; Bloomberg News Apr 25/11; Businessweek Apr
25/11; yahoo.com]

MARCH 16
Families of Russian diplomats evacuated from Japan.
Air China cancels all flights to Japan.
Lufthansa cancels all flights to Tokyo, tests planes for radioactivity when they return to Germany
KLM cancels all flights to Tokyo. [bloomberg.com Mar 16/11]

Keep your eyes on Reactor 3. It is a MOX fuel Reactor. MOX is extremely bad juju. Can you say
plutonium? Unfortunately for the people of Japan and the entire Northern Hemisphere, TEPCO
started up the Fukishima-Daiichi-3 reactor with a uranium-plutonium fuel mix in September 2010.
[Nuclear Power In Japan Feb 24/11; TEPCO, Mar/02; CRIEPI Jan/00; WNA Symposium 2002; Energy
Policy Dec 30/02; Nuclear Engineering International Oct/98, Nov/04; WNA Symposium 2006]

MARCH 17
The amount of fuel lost in the core melt at Three Mile Island was about 30 tons. The Chernobyl
reactors had about 180 tons. The Daiichi complex had a total of 1,760 metric tons of fresh and
used nuclear fuel on site, according to the Tokyo Electric Power Company. [Scientific American;
Science Insider Mar 17/11]
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Reactor 4 -TEPCO

"Direct gamma radiation is very high," says radioactive waste management consultant Marvin
Resnikoff.
"We believe that radiation levels are extremely high," concurs Gregory Jaczko, chairman of the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. [Scientific American Mar 17/11]

MARCH 18
The wall of the No. 4 reactor pool has a significant hole or crack.
The spent fuel pool may be the most serious long-term problem. Unlike the reactor itself, the
spent fuel pool does not have its own containment vessel, and any radioactive particles and
gases can more easily spew into the environment 130 tons of uranium fuel uranium fuel begins to
burn. [Los Angeles Times Mar 18/11]
That leak in a spent fuel pool would be an unprecedented problem with no clear remedy.
[LA Times Mar 18/11]

There are about 280,000 people still living in shelters. It is extremely cold at night, as the
temperature falls down to minus 4 degrees Celsius in Onagawa of Miyagi Prefecture, where there
is no water and electricity. [English.news.cn Mar 18/11]
China suspends reactor approvals. [Rocky Mountain Institute Mar 18/11]

MARCH 21
Unit 3 reactor has been a particular area of concern key pumps in Unit 2’s cooling system aren’t
functional [CityNews.ca Mar 21/11]
Japan’s nuclear safety agency claims Tokyo Electric repeatedly failed to conduct crucial
inspections of equipment in the weeks before the quake and tsunami. The plant operator failed to
inspect 33 pieces of equipment, according to a report released nine days before the twin
disasters. The company didn’t check its back-up generators, pumps and other parts of the plant’s
cooling systems swamped by the tsunami. [CityNews.ca Mar 21/11]
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Local contamination from Japan's quake-damaged Fukushima nuclear power plant will be a
problem "for decades and decades'. -France's Nuclear Safety Authority
Releases of radioactivity from the plant “are now significant and continuing” -Head of the agency,
Andre-Claude Lacoste.
“It is not vain thinking to believe that this (contaminated) zone extends beyond 20 kilometres.
Given the weather, it is likely that contaminations have occurred beyond that, up to 100
kilometres or so.'' -Jean-Luc Godet, in charge of ionising radiation management at the ASN
With half a million tsunami survivors huddled in threadbare, chilly shelters and the threat of
disaster at the Fukushima No.1 nuclear plant stretching frayed nerves, the mood in the world's
third-biggest economy remains grim.
8,450 people confirmed dead and 12,931 officially listed as missing: a total of 21,381.
[Reuters Mar 21/11]

thepeoplesvoice.org

MARCH 23
Tokyo Electric Power Co. admits it has observed a neutron beam at least 13 times on the
premises of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant after it was crippled on March 11. The
radioactive ray shows that melted uranium and plutonium have leaked from the plant's nuclear
reactors and spent atomic fuels and that uncontrolled nuclear fission is ongoing.
[Kyodo Mar 23/11]

MARCH 24
Iodine-131 is being released at daily levels 73% of those seen after the 1986 disaster. The daily
amount of Cesium-137 released from Fukushima Daiichi is around 60% of the amount released
from Chernobyl.
The Fukushima plant has around 1760 tonnes of fresh and used nuclear fuel on site. An unknown
amount has been damaged. The Chernobyl reactor had only 180 tonnes.
The human body absorbs iodine and Cesium readily.
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"Essentially all the iodine or Cesium inhaled or swallowed crosses into the blood," says Keith
Baverstock, former head of radiation protection for the World Health Organization's European
office, who has studied Chernobyl's health effects.
Children who ingest iodine-131 can develop thyroid cancer 10 or more years later.
Cesium-137 lingers in the environment because of its long half-life.
Iodine-131 from Chernobyl is still causing new cases of thyroid cancer to appear at an
undiminished rate in the most heavily affected regions of Ukraine, Belarus and Russia.
[New Scientist Mar 24/11]

MARCH 26
A new 6.5 earthquake hits Japan, creating a small tsunami.
Breach of containment means an uncontrolled release of radiation into the environment.
Radiation is spreading directly into the water. “This represents a dangerous escalation of the
crisis,” says theoretical physicist, Dr. Michio Kaku. [bigthink.com Mar 26/11]
Tapwater is now radioactive in 14 prefectures. Levels of radioactive iodine in seawater just
offshore of the embattled Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant are more than 1,250 times higher than
normal [CNN.com Mar 26/11; IBN Live]

MOX Plutonium pours into Pacific-TEPCO

MARCH 27
Radioactivity in water seeping from at least one and possibly all three reactor cores to 10 million
times its usual level. Radiation levels in the sea off the Fukushima Daiichi plant rise to 1,850
times normal just over two weeks after the disaster struck. Radiation is found in milk, seawater
and a range of vegetables, including broccoli, cauliflower and turnips.
"There is no need to worry about health risks," insists Japan Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency Hidehiko Nishiyama.
But panic might be in order. Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano tells a TV talk show host that
radioactive water is "almost certainly" seeping from a reactor core. [msnbc Mar 27/11]
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MARCH 28
Episodes of the Simpsons poking fun at the world’s nuclear crisis in Fukushima are banned
before airing in Germany, Switzerland and Austria. In the show, Homer Simpson works at the
Springfield Nuclear Power Plant where safety regulations are often ignored and mocked.
Simpson is the Nuclear Safety Inspector and he spends his days eating donuts and sleeping at
his desk neglecting his work duties. With him at the helm, the plant has blown up and entered
meltdowns a number of times. [rt.com Mar 28/11]
The wind changes, bringing radioactive particles over the Pacific drifting westward across Japan.
High levels of radiation are detected in vegetables, water and soil in prefectures surrounding the
Fukushima plant. [Der Spiegel Mar 28/11]

MARCH 30
In the adjoining turbine building, the bodies of the two missing TEPCO workers, Kazuhiko
Kokubo, 24, and Yoshiki Terashima, 21, are found in the basement. [Bloomberg News Apr 25/11]

APRIL 5
A radiation monitor at the stricken Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant says workers there are
being exposed to immeasurable levels of radiation. The monitor reports that no one can enter the
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 reactor buildings because radiation levels are so high monitoring devices
have been rendered useless. He adds that even levels outside the buildings exceed 100
millisieverts in some places. Pools and streams of water contaminated by high-level radiation are
being found throughout the facility. [NHK Apr 5/11]

APRIL 12
Massive amounts of radioactive substances are believed to have been released, TEPCO says.
[Kyodo News Apr 12/11]

The Japanese government reassess the nuclear emergency at the Fukushima Daiichi plant and
designate it a level 7 accident – the highest rating in existence for a nuclear or radiological event.
According to the International Atomic Energy Agency, a level 7 event is used to describe “a major
release of radioactive material with widespread health and environmental effects requiring
implementation of planned and extended countermeasures.” [nationalpost.com Apr 12/11]

APRIL 13
Japanese Prime Minister Kan says produce from the region around the Fukushima plant is safe
to eat despite radiation leaks: “From now on, people should not fall into an extreme self-restraint
mood, and they should live life as normal. To consume products from the areas that have been
affected is also a way in which to support the area. We should enjoy the use of such products and
support the areas that have been affected. I ask you to do this. ”
Dr. Michio Kaku To Amy Goodman: “This accident has already released something on the order
of 50,000 trillion becquerels of radiation. You do the math… Still, less than Chernobyl. However,
radiation is continuing to leak out of the reactors. The slightest disturbance – a secondary
earthquake, a pipe break, evacuation of the crew at Fukushima – could set off a full-scale
meltdown at three nuclear power stations, far beyond what we saw at Chernobyl.
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“That’s the situation now. So, when the utility says that things are stable, it’s only stable in the
sense that you’re dangling from a cliff hanging by your fingernails. And as the time goes by, each
fingernail starts to crack.
“Because of the fact that the radiation levels are so great, workers can only go in for perhaps 10
minutes, 15 minutes at a time, and they get their year’s dose of radiation. You’re there for one
hour, and you have radiation sickness. You vomit. Your white corpuscle count goes down. Your
hair falls out. You’re there for a day, and you get a lethal amount of radiation. we could see an
increase in leukemia. We could see an increase in thyroid cancers. That’s the inevitable
consequence of releasing enormous quantities of iodine into the environment. ” [Democracy Now!
Apr 13/11]

APRIL 27
Nuclear Engineer Akira Tokuhiro says most of the plutonium MOX fuel nuclear fallout from the
Fukushima nuclear power plant will likely drop on the United States, where plutonium and
uranium concentrations in the US have hit their highest levels in 20 years.
[blog.alexanderhiggins.com Apr 27/11]

All three units operating at the time of the quake and subsequent tsunami have partially melted
and they have known this for 3-4 weeks at least. Akira Tokuhiro: “The most terrifying fact is that
the Japanese power plants are using 'dirty' fuel, which most countries have rejected and banned.
Needless to say that the Americans built them. Since the Earth is moving counterclockwise most
of the fall-out will drop on U.S., unless very strong winds take it somewhere else.”
[huffingtonpost.com Apr 27/11]

TEPCO says Fukushima radiation levels are 15,000% higher than first reported. Most of the
monitoring stations are controlled by the government.
“It is difficult to place too much trust in the authorities when they increase the legal limits of
radiation exposure to suit themselves, or have much faith in the EPA when they withdraw many of
their radiation monitors (in places like California, Oregon and Washington ), because the readings
‘seemed too high’," says Op Ed News.
“The problems we can expect to see will be an increase in the cancer rates over the next 20-30
years, and many more ‘defects' appearing in births (in the short term). And the longer the
radiation leak continues in Japan, the more people will be affected.” [opednews.com Apr 27/11]

MAY 10
The Japanese government reverts to the days of the kempetai, the “mind police” who
suppressed dissent during the days of massacre in Korea and China just before Pearl Harbor.
This time, in concert with industry and the national police, the national government moves to
crack down on independent reportage and criticism of its policies following the disaster it colluded
in by deciding what citizens may or may not talk about in public.
A new “Project Team” is created by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication, the
National Police Agency, and the corporate conglomerate ministry, METI to combat “rumors
deemed harmful to Japanese security in the wake of the Fukushima disaster.”
An email from a Russian nuclear physicist, who is expert on the gases being released at
Fukushima:
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“About Japan: the problem is that the reactor uses ‘dirty’ fuel. It is a combination of plutonium and
uranium (MOX). I suspect that the old fuel rods have bean spread out due to the explosion and
the surrounding area is contaminated with plutonium which means you can never return to this
place again. It is like a new Chernobyl. Personally, I am not surprised that the authority has not
informed people about this.
“I have been following the Fukushima story very closely since the earthquake and devastating
tsunami. I have asked scientists I know, nuclear physicists and others about where they find real
information. I have also watched as the news has virtually disappeared.
There is something extremely disturbing going on, and having lived through the media blackout in
France back in April and early May 1986, and speaking to doctors who are deeply concerned by
the dramatic increase in cancers appearing at very young ages, it is obvious that information is
being held back. We are still told not to eat mushrooms and truffles from parts of Europe, nor wild
boar and reindeer from Germany and Finland 25 years later.
“What is highly disturbing is that the main reason Japan does not appear to be as bad a
Chernobyl is that the wind was blowing out to sea and not for the most part towards land. But all
this has done is spread the cancers out into the worldwide population as opposed to
concentrating it all in Japan.”
At the time of the disaster on March 11, TEPCO Chairman Katsumata Tsunehisa was hosting
dozens of mainstream media executives on a “study session” in China. It is precisely such
collusive relations between mainstream media, the government and TEPCO, that results in the
censorship of information concerning nuclear problems.
-Vivian Norris [globalresearch.ca May 10/11]

-AP

MAY 15
In their report called “Reactor Core Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Unit One”,
TEPCO admits pre-tsunami damage to key facilities – including pipes. TEPCO also discloses a
massive fuel melt 16 hours after loss of coolant and 7-8 hours before the explosion in Unit 1.
[yahoo.com]
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MAY 16
“A partial meltdown of the reactor 1 core at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant occurred a mere
five hours after the March 11 earthquake and tsunami, followed by a full meltdown within 16
hours. With temperatures reaching 2,800°C, melted fuel dropped and accumulated at the bottom
of the reactor pressure vessel, which was the breached, causing radiation to leak from the core
and to spread via cooling water to the ground and ocean.” [Greenpeace Statement on TEPCO
Admission of Full Meltdown and Reactor Core Breach at Fukushima-Daiichi Reactor May 16/11]

JUNE 1
The International Atomic Energy Agency’s interim report lists “deficiencies” in TEPCO’s operation
– but praises the official response, calling government regulatory agencies and the company
“extremely open” in sharing information and TEPCO’s management “exemplary.” The
government’s protection of the public is “impressive and extremely well organized.”
The purpose of the IAEA whitewash is simple, explains IAEA deputy director general Denis Flory:
“There is a need to rebuild the confidence of the public towards their government, when their
governments have decided to use nuclear energy.” [WSWS June 1/11]

JUNE 5
Radiation in the No. 1 plant is measured at 4,000 millisieverts per hour. A worker would receive a
maximal “permissible” dose in 4 minutes.
There are over 40,000 tons of radioactive water under that reactor with more radioactivity
escaping into the air and sea. Fuel rods are believed to have melted and sunk to the bottom of
reactors 1, 2, and 3.
TEPCO, the corporate owner has taken more than two months to confirm the initial meltdowns,
and now admits lying about the levels of destruction and subsequent contamination, resulting in
“Public Distrust.”
Spewing from the Fukushima reactor are radioactive isotopes including those of iodine-131,
strontium 90and cesium-134 and-137. All are taken up in food and water. Iodine is concentrated
in the thyroid, Sr-90 in bones and teeth and Cs-134 and Cs-137 in soft tissues, including the
heart. Unborn and babies are more vulnerable because the cells are rapidly dividing and the
delivered dose is proportionally larger than that delivered to an adult. [Japan Times June 5 /11]

JUNE 7
The amount of radiation released by the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant in the days after
the 11 March tsunami could have been more than double that originally estimated by its operator.
Three reactors suffered meltdowns. Molten nuclear fuel dropped to the bottom of the pressure
vessel in the No 1 reactor within five hours of the accident.
By the end of the previous week, radiation levels inside the reactor had risen to 4,000 millisieverts
per hour, the highest atmospheric reading inside the plant since the disaster.
The wrecked building is open to the prevailing winds. Contamination is more widespread than
previously thought. Plutonium from the initial explosion has been identified a mile from the front
gate of the Fukushima plant. [Guardian June 7/11]
The World Bank estimates the cost of the nuclear crisis at $235 billion. [Guardian June 7/11]
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JUNE 9
A vast area of Japan is contaminated, reports the Daily Kos. Japan is dangerously contaminated
by radioactivity over a far larger area than previously reported by TEPCO and the central
government.
The Iwate prefectural government releases new data showing radioactive contamination of grass
exceeds safety standards up to 125 miles from Fukushima’s three wrecked nuclear power plants.
The prefectural government found on Tuesday radioactive cesium exceeding the limit of 300
becquerels per kilogram in grass collected from pastures in four areas, including Tono and
Otsuchi. The areas are located about 150 to 200 kilometers north of the Fukushima nuclear
power plant. [Daily Kos June 9/11]

Fukushima all children dosimeters -houseofjapan.com

JUNE 10
They’re going to fit 3-year-olds with dosimeters. Date City in Fukushima Prefecture is distributing
portable dosimeters to 8,000 children in the city’s elementary schools and middle schools,
kindergartens and nursery schools, as well as 1,500 elementary/middle school children and
kindergartners in early July. [Kyodo News June 10/11]
“What are they going to do when some of the dosimeters start going beep, beep!?” asks a reader
named Antony.
Anonymous says: “Dosimeters measure the radiation from outside the body. How are they going
to measure the radiation inside the children's bodies? That is where cancer comes from, from
radioactive isotopes inside the body. ”
Anonymous says: “Using toddlers and small children as walking environmental radiation
monitoring devices. Talk about ‘unconscionable’."
Robbie says: “Children shouldn't be forced to go anywhere that requires a dosimeter. Japan isn't
going to foot the bill to perform a proper evacuation program. (It might give people the idea that
something is wrong.) ”
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Anonymous says: “They'll probably turn off the audio alert function if they don't schools will sound
like old video arcades. More than likely teachers will be put in charge of collecting dosage data
and school officials will lose, ignore or downplay the data if it threatens a school closure.” [llrc.org]
35% Spike In Infant Mortality In Northwest Cities Since Meltdown: Is the dramatic increase in
baby deaths in the U.S. a result of Fukushima fallout, ask Janette D. Sherman, MD and
epidemiologist Joseph Mangano.
U.S. babies are dying at an increased rate. CDC Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report indicates
that eight cities in the northwest U.S. (Boise ID, Seattle WA, Portland OR, plus the northern
California cities of Santa Cruz, Sacramento, San Francisco, San Jose, and Berkeley:
4 weeks ending March 19, 2011 - 37 deaths (avg. 9.25 per week)
10 weeks ending May 28, 2011 - 125 deaths (avg.12.50 per week)
This amounts to an increase of 35% (the total for the entire U.S. rose about 2.3%), and is
statistically significant. [counterpunch.org June 10-12/11]
Japan adds four new areas over 50 kilometers from the Fukushima nuclear plant, with radiation
levels of over 20 millisieverts a year – 4-times higher the Chernobyl evacuation threshold – to the
list of radiation affected areas. But the government will not be evacuating those areas.
[blog.alexanderhiggins.com June 11/11]

Radiation dosimeter indicates .6-microsieverts in Shibuya, Tokyo
-img.ibtimes.com

Radiation levels almost 90-times Chernobyl evacuation limits are found in unevacuated
Fukushima school zone, at a level so high it will be lethal to 100% of the population within 15
years.
The evacuation threshold for Chernobyl was set at 5,000 microsieverts per year. The 45
microsieverts per hour level detected equates to an annual dosage of almost 400,000
microsieverts per year.
A 4 sievert dose is deterministically known to be lethal to 50% of the entire exposed population.
Those living in the area in question would reach that dose in about 10 years.
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Residents in the area would receive a 6 sievert – known to be lethal to 100% of the population –
within about 15 years. The threshold for children, unborn fetuses and the elderly population is
obviously much smaller and as such these levels of radiation would be lethal in a much shorter
period of time.
Unless the area is evacuated it will mean that none of the children starting school in the area will
even live to see their 18th birthday, says Alexander Higgins.
Executive director of Greenpeace International, Kumi Naidoo’s team of radiology experts finds hot
spots with a maximum hourly reading of 45 microsieverts of radiation alongside a school zone.

JUNE 11
A massive cloud of radioactive steam rises from the Fukushima nuclear power plant overnight –
blanketing the entire area until nothing could be seen on the live HD webcam of the plant. [Japan
Times June 11/11; blog.alexanderhiggins.com]

A cloud of radioactive nuclear ash is raining down on Tokyo because Japan is allowing
radioactive sewage sludge to be burned off into the air, instead of making TEPCO pay to dispose
of it.
The sewage sludge that isn’t being burned off will be used to produce radioactive cement.
The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism will allow about 2,000 cubic metres of
radioactive sewage generated in the process of treating radioactive water at Fukushima to be
recycled as cement materials. Emitting more than 1,000 millisieverts of radiation per hour, it is
estimated to contain 100 million becquerels of radioactive substances per cubic centimetre.
Because it is so highly radioactive, the sludge is extremely difficult to manage. The cement
industry has halted taking the sludge. Buildings, sidewalks, schools and countless other items
produced using this cement will become radioactive structures all over Japan. [Jiji Tsushin June
10/11]
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JUNE11
Video of footage from TEPCO live HD web cam shows massive cloud of radioactive steam being
released and blanketing the area, along with intermittent flashes of light. This evidence of ongoing
“criticality” nuclear fission reactions means Reactor 4 spent fuel pool is severely compromised.
The video also shows a massive release from Reactor 3 were the plutonium MOX fuel is stored.
[blog.alexanderhiggins.com June 11/11]

JUNE 12
On June 11, 2011, Fukushima reactor 1 radiation levels spike to 261,000,000 microsieverts per
hour, so high it is 100% lethal in less than 2 minutes rising levels of radiation in the drywell also
indicate that the efforts to control the fuel inside the reactor from going critical is becoming
unmanageable. radiation levels around the Number 1 Building are rising instead of gradually
decreasing, another indicator of ongoing criticality.
Three months into the disaster we are seeing levels of radiation coming from the reactor core just
shy of why was measured in the vicinity of the Chernobyl reactor core. And this is just from one of
the reactors at Fukushima. The Japan Government confirms meltdown in all three operating
reactors. [blog.alexanderhiggins.com June 12/11]

Radiation-exposed workers arrive at hospital

JUNE 13
At least six more workers are exposed to extremely high radiation at the wrecked nuclear power
plant in Fukushima, bringing the official number of effected TEPCO workers to eight, after the
Japanese government raises the radiation limit for men to 250 millisieverts from the standard 100
millisieverts. Self-styled “kamikazes” exposed to the radiation now have a higher lifetime risk of
developing cancer. [businessandleadership.com June 13/11]
Radiation leaks from the Fukushima reactors have officially spread over 600 square kilometres.
About 100,000 evacuees still sleep on gymnasium floors, unsure if they can ever go home.
Radioactive soil in pockets of areas outside the 20- kilometre exclusion zone around the plant
have reached the same level as in Chernobyl following that reactor explosion 25 years ago, the
Nuclear Waste Management Organization of Japan says. TEPCO’s shares plunge 91% as
thousands of protesters gather in Tokyo to rally against nuclear power.
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More than 2,000 people demonstrate in Tokyo against nuclear power in Japan

“When TEPCO came to apologize on March 22, I told them to give us adequate information
before apologizing,” said the mayor of Minami Soma, Katsunobu Sakurai. People living in certain
areas of Minami Soma will receive 23.8 millisieverts of annual cumulative exposure at current
radiation levels, exceeding the yearly safety limit of 20 millisieverts. [Bloomberg June 13/11]
From Japan to Seattle people are breathing in virtually undetectable hot radiation particles.
Nuclear expert Arnie Gundersen reports that tests from independent scientists confirm that
people from Japan to Seattle are breathing in dangerous virtually undetectable hot radiation
particles on a daily basis.
A TEPCO recalculation shows dramatic increases in the release of hot particles. After the latest
doubling of the estimated amounts of radiation released from the Fukushima nuclear power plant,
people near Fukushima are breathing in 300 to 400 hot particles per day. People in Tokyo are
breathing in 10 hot particles a day. In Seattle, tests using big air filters show people are breathing
on average 5 - 10 hot particles per day.
A tell-tale sign of radiation exposure – metallic taste in the mouth – is being widely reported all
across Japan and in the US. [blog.alexanderhiggins.com June 13/11]
Arnie Gundersen: “Well, I am in touch with some scientists now who have been monitoring the air
on the West Coast and in Seattle for instance, in April, the average person in Seattle breathed in
10 hot particles a day.”
The nuclear engineer adds, “A sign that a grave contamination is in progress in Tokyo” — 2,300
Bq/kg of radiation detected in soil near plant in Koto Ward. 1 Bq = 1 damaging flash of radioactive
decay every second lasting for years or centuries. Hot radioactive particles in Seattle are at least
half Tokyo levels – latch onto lung tissue. [blog.alexanderhiggins.com]
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TEPCO spin team attempts damage control -Eugene Hoshiko AP

JUNE 14
Curium-244 is detected outside the Fukushima plant. A byproduct of plutonium, Curium-244 emits
500 time greater flux of neutrons and its higher gamma emission requires a shield that is 20-times
thicker than for deadly Plutonium-238. Soil collected in the town Hukuzima Okuma, 3 kilometres
from Fukushima Dai-Ichi shows trace amounts of radioactive curium. The Education and Science
ministry says, ”internal exposure to radionuclides… need attention.” [enenews.com June 14/11]

JUNE 15
A fire in an electrical switch room briefly knocks out cooling for a pool holding spent nuclear fuel
at the Fort Calhoun nuclear plant outside Omaha, Nebraska. If the cooling water a pool is lost, the
clear fuel catches fire and releases radiation. Officials say it would have taken 88 hours for the
heat produced by the fuel to boil away the cooling water. Workers restore cooling in about 90
minutes.
The plant is already been operating under a heightened level of alert because of nearby flooding
on the Missouri River. Safety is a growing concern at the country's aging 104 commercial
reactors, as is the volume of spent fuel piling up in many states. [ProPublica June 15/11]

JUNE 16
The Iwate prefectural government announces that radioactive contamination of grass exceeds
safety standards at a distance of 90 to 125 miles from the wrecked Fukushima nuclear reactors.
Radioactive cesium exceeds the 300 becquerels per kilogram limit in grass pastures. Livestock
eating the poisoned grass “bioaccumulate” – amplify – these readings many fold.
Parents in Tokyo enlist radiation physicist Tomoya Yamauchi to measure radiation in their Koto
neighborhood. After a volunteer plots 6300 data points on a map, volcanologist Yukio Hayakawa
turns that plot into a radiation contour map showing a wide belt of radiation reaching 225
kilometers south from the stricken reactors to Tokyo.
Another extends to the southwest. Within each belt are localized hot spots – including a
dangerous oval enclosing northeast Tokyo, Kashiwa and neighboring cities in Chiba Prefecture.
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Radiation in this hot zone is 3.5 millisieverts per year: 10-times background levels and far over
the 1-millisievert-per-year public limit set by Japanese law. “The law should be observed,”
Yamauchi says. Children are more susceptible to radiation than adults
The map of citizen-measured radiation shows radioactivity distributed in a complex pattern
reflecting the mountainous terrain and the shifting winds across a broad area of Japan north of
Tokyo.
Regarding the stricken plant, Hiroaki Koide, an assistant professor at the Kyoto University
Research Reactor Institute, told Asahi TV’s national audience, “…the nuclear fuel that has melted
down inside reactors at the Fukushima nuclear plant has gone through the bottom of the
containers, which are like pressure cookers, and is lying on the concrete foundations, sinking into
the ground below. We have to install a barrier deep in the soil and build a subterranean dam as
soon as possible to prevent groundwater contaminated with radioactive materials from leaking
into the ocean.”
Sumio Mabuchi – the aide to Prime Minister Naoto Kan dealing with nuclear power plant issues –
agrees with Koide. Mabuchi-san seeks a start date on construction of the underground barrier.
But TEPCO is reluctant to admit this latest threat and resists such a move. [Science June 16/11]

JUNE 18
Three months after the March 11 meltdown at Fukushima Dai-ichi, “the worst nuclear disaster
since the 1986 Chernobyl meltdown in the Ukraine has all but disappeared from the media, amid
a concerted effort to play down its implications and cover up the underlying causes,” reports Peter
Symonds.
As some 2,500 workers struggle to bring three crippled reactors to a state of “cold shutdown”
within a year, jerry-rigged reactor cooling systems, improvised in the immediate hours after the
quake and tsunami, are still in use.
More than 100,000 tons of highly radioactive cooling water sits in makeshift storage facilities,
leaking building basements and trenches running into the Pacific Ocean. More is being added
hourly.
Towns outside the 20-kilometre exclusion zone around the plant are being evacuated as new “hot
spots” are identified last week. Around 80,000 “nuclear refugees” have been displaced from their
homes and jobs, reports Peter Symonds. [WSWS June 18/11]

JUNE 19
The French destroy green tea leaves shipped from Japan's Shizuoka Prefecture after detecting
radioactive cesium at more than double the European Union's limit of 500 becquerels per
kilogram at Charles de Gaulle airport in a Paris suburb. Shizuoka Governor Heita Kawakatsu
responds by saying he “believes it would not pose any problem at all” if the tea leaves are
prepared as a beverage for drinking."
The governor says, "Even if the produced leaves mark 1,000 becquerels, a tea beverage will
register around 10 becquerels." He adds that he will immediately order research on the route the
tea in question was shipped. [Kyodo News, Mainichi June 19/11]
Back in the troubled USA, the climate change-challenged Missouri River rises to record height,
prompting Cooper Nuclear Station three miles south of Brownville to declare an emergency.
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"Our guys were reporting it was leveling off," says Mark Becker, spokesman for Nebraska Public
Power District. After he comments, the level rise another half foot. Another three inches and the
plant will have to be shut down. The National Weather Service predicts more heavy rain coming.
[Journal Star June 19/11]

JUNE 20
After again detecting radioactive Cesium above the state limit in pasture grass in several areas
about 150 to 200 kilometers north of the Fukushima nuclear power plant, The Iwate Prefectural
Government asks farmers to refrain from feeding the radioactive grass to their radioactive
livestock. High levels of radiation in pasture grass are also being reported in Fukushima and
neighboring prefectures. [NHK World June 20/11]
Meanwhile, another TEPCO worker among 1,100 workers at the troubled Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power plant is exposed to radiation above the new unsafe limit. This maintenance person
may have been exposed to 335 millisieverts. The international maximum is 100 millisieverts per
year. At least eight other workers have received doses of above Japans new “safe limit” of 250
mSv. At least 125 workers at the plant have not undergone radiation screening. [NHK World June
20/11]

Japan Self-Defense Forces sprays water toward Plutonium-spewing Unit 3
-Japan Defense Ministry

JUNE 21
The whereabouts of about 30 subcontractors who helped deal with the crisis at the crippled
Fukushima No. 1 Nuclear Power Plant is unknown, says the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor
and Welfare. The missing workers were among some 3,700 who worked to control the disaster in
March. Their names were listed in records showing that they had been loaned dosimeters. But
when the plant's operator, Tokyo Electric Power Co. contacted the companies they were
associated with, the companies replied that there was no record of those workers. The ministry
brands TEPCO's administration, "sloppy". [Mainichi June 21/11]

JUNE 22
The Associated Press learns that radioactive tritium is leaking from 48 of 65 nuclear power plants
in the USA; 37 of them at levels exceeding federal drinking water standards by hundreds of times.
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Alexander Higgins reports that the Oyster Creek nuclear power plant in New Jersey “is leaking
radiation directly into the aquifer that feeds the drinking water in surrounding towns.” Toms River
is known locally as “cancer alley” due to the unexplained high rate of cancers in the area.
AP found that tritium leaking from three-quarters of U.S. commercial nuclear power plants often
contaminates groundwater from “corroded, buried piping.”
“The public health and safety impact of this is next to zero,” boasts Tony Pietrangelo, chief
nuclear apologist for the industry’s Nuclear Energy Institute. The National Academy of Sciences
says that any exposure to radioactivity, no matter how slight, boosts cancer risk. “Tritium moves
through soil quickly, and when it is detected it often indicates the presence of more powerful
radioactive isotopes that are often spilled at the same time,” Higgins observes.
[blog.alexanderhiggins.com June 22/11]

JUNE 23
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency quietly stops running extra tests for radioactive
material in America's milk, rain and drinking water after samples of milk, rain and drinking water
from across the country tested positive for radiation from the Fukushima plant in March and April.
The EPA did little testing for strontium 90, a dangerous radionuclide with a 20-year half-life and
the ability to mimic calcium and accumulate in bones.
After failing to acknowledge that even small amounts of radiation can be dangerous, the EPA
returns to pre-Fukushima testing of milk and drinking water once every three months, and testing
rainwater once a month.
"The easiest way to not have any concern over data is to have no data at all," says Dan Hirsch of
the nuclear watchdog group Committee to Bridge the Gap. Hirsch is critical of the cozy
relationship between the US government and the domestic nuclear industry, adding, "I think the
system is there to say they have a system, but not to report any data that would undermine public
support for nuclear power."
How high do radiation levels have to be before the U.S. Government takes action?
Derived Intervention Levels set by the Food and Drug Administration provide agencies with
"guidelines" – not mandates – as to when the government should take action to keep food
contaminated by radioactive material out of the intestines of consumers. The DIL for iodine-131
released from Japan in food products like milk is set at 170 becquerels per kilogram. That number
is 1,500 times higher than another government standard, the Maximum Containment Level for
iodine-131 in drinking water, which is set by the Safe Drinking Water Act. "These are in no way to
be considered safe levels," Hirsch says. [Truthout June 23/11]
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JUNE 27
In Japan’s leading business journal, Hokkaido Cancer Center director Nishio Masamichi
expresses "grave concern" for the public health effects of the ongoing radioactive fallout, while
describing how the Fukushima crisis has caused Japan's "myth of nuclear safety" to crumble.
This radiation treatment specialist insists that the specter of long-term radiation exposure must be
reckoned with.
Looking at TEPCO executives, whom he accuses of having hidden the truth and prioritized the
survival of the company over public health; the bureaucrats who were unable to put together an
accurate body of information about radiation effects from which to formulate policy; a weak prime
minister and cabinet lacking leadership and an appropriate sense of urgency; nuclear industry
lobbyists and their "academic flunkies" (goyo gakusha) who covered up grave and growing
problems with nuclear safety; and a media establishment that prioritizes "avoiding a panic" over
"communicating the truth," he writes, "I just cannot feel any hope for Japan's future."
Nishio warns that raising the exposure limit from 100 mSv to 250 mSv for radiation workers can
have serious health effects. Exponentially raising the permitted rate of radiation exposure for
ordinary citizens from 1 mSv/year to 20 mSv/year is also too high, this radiation expert adds –
especially for children who are far more susceptible to the effects of radiation.
Even worse is the lack of measuring internal radiation exposure among Fukushima residents. In
addition to highly radioactive soil dug up and scattered in parks and a nearby river by alarmed
residents, huge amounts of radioactive waste water from the wrecked Fukushima Daiichi reactors
will contaminate soil and groundwater, significantly increasing the risk of internal radiation
exposure.
The plutonium-laced MOX fuel in reactor number 3 is particularly dangerous. Strontium 90, which
has a half-life of 29 years and can have a serious impact on child bone development, is not being
measured.
Once ingested, radionuclides like iodine, cesium and strontium continue to bombard surrounding
tissues with strobe-like flashes of beta, gamma and alpha radiation at many thousands of times
per second for weeks, months and decades.
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The American Academy of Sciences 2008 "Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation" report finds
no safe level of radiation exposure. Warning that existing North American, Asian ad European
risk models do not take internal exposure into account, the European Committee on Radiation
Risk predicts that high rates of internal exposure from ingested fallout too small to see will mean
as many as 400,000 new cancers cases in Fukushima by 2061.
Nishio also damns authorities for delaying release of radiation data from the sophisticated
SPEEDI monitoring system until March 23 – resulting in unnecessary radiation exposure. "It is
only conceivable that the high rate of radiation released was not reported because of fears of a
panic," he writes.
Former Minister for Internal Affairs Haraguchi Kazuhiro also reports that radiation monitoring
station data was actually three decimal places greater than the numbers released to the public. If
this is true, Nishio writes, it constitutes a "national crime. Giving us the truth once is much more
important than saying 'hang in there Japan!' a million times."

Gallo - Getty

Nishio urges the national government to start buying abandoned homes and land in irradiated
areas at pre-crisis market value, while providing additional aid for resettlement.
The current crisis has called the very foundation of Japanese society into question, he notes. An
unprecedented crisis calls for new ideas. Dependence on nuclear energy, which was slated to
fulfill 50% of Japan's energy needs in the future, must be rethought. Now is the time for new
debate about how to meet Japan's energy needs while moving away from nuclear power. [Toyo
Keizai June 27/11; Asia-Pacific Journal, July 1/11]
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Tickets go on sale for the MUSE Benefit Concert. Featuring Crosby, Stills & Nash, Jackson
Browne, Bonnie Raitt, Jason Mraz, The Doobie Brothers, Tom Morello, John Hall, Kitaro,
Jonathan Wilson, Sweet Honey in the Rock and special guests, the concert will be held on
Sunday, August 7 at Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View, California.
Proceeds from the concert will be distributed to Musicians United for Safe Energy (MUSE) to
support Japan disaster relief efforts, and organizations worldwide working to promote safe,
alternative, non-nuclear energy.
Shoreline Amphitheatre was chosen because of its close proximity to the Pacific Rim, Northern
California's history and deep association with Japan – and because nuclear reactors on the
California coast store spent fuel rods in the same manner as at Fukushima. The concert date
falls between the anniversaries of atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima (August 6, 1945) and
Nagasaki (August 9, 1945).
"The disaster in Fukushima is not only a disaster for Japan. It is a global disaster. We come
together now across cultural boundaries, political and generational boundaries, to call for
changes in the way we use energy, and in the ways we conduct the search for solutions to the
problems facing humanity," says Jackson Browne. "We join with the people of Japan, and people
everywhere who believe in a non-nuclear future."
"The MUSE concert will not only be a great show, it will hopefully entice the public to become
better informed of the tremendous dangers of nuclear power," says Graham Nash. "We have to
keep real and true information flowing so that people can act on it."
Pat Simmons, of The Doobie Brothers, who performed at the original MUSE shows, adds: "We
are so proud to be reuniting with so many of our talented friends, who share our concern for the
safety, and sustainable future of our fragile planet.
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“Current events have brought us to a turning point in our human existence. It's time to consider
alternatives to the present course of energy production that have been forced upon us by an
aggressive corporate power structure. We join together to generate funds to help our Japanese
friends, as they recover from the devastation that they have had to endure, due to man's careless
use of nuclear energy and nature's unpredictability. Through these efforts we also hope to raise
public awareness of the challenges we are faced with, and the important responsibilities we share
in moving us towards a safer, nuclear free future."
The concert stage will be powered by an integrated system of clean, alternative energy sources,
using solar, biodiesel, and wind technologies.
"As Japan struggles to subdue meltdowns at Fukushima, and Ft. Calhoun Nuclear in Nebraska
struggles to keep its reactor and spent fuel above the Missouri's floodwaters, we once again face
a crucial choice," says John Hall, a musician and former U.S. Representative from New York.
"Will we, as a country, invest in clean, renewable sources of energy, or will we continue to use
taxpayer dollars to indemnify and subsidize the dirty, deadly old technologies that are making our
planet unlivable?" [nukefree.org]
Also on this day, 402 individual shareholders in Tokyo Electric Power Company once again
submit motions opposing nuclear power generation for the upcoming annual shareholder
meeting.
After a recirculation cooling pump broken at TEPCO's Fukushima No. 2 Nuclear Power Plant in
1989, shareholders set up a "Nuclear Phase-out TEPCO Shareholders' Movement."
During this year’s June 28 shareholder meeting, the organization will demand that TEPCO shut
down its older nuclear power stations on a step-by-step basis and abandon building any new
nuclear power plants. The motion stops short of demanding the immediate shutdown of all its
nuclear plants so that it can be supported by as many shareholders as possible.
Share prices of Okinawa Electric Power Co., which has no nuclear power plants, remain high
while other power suppliers' share prices have plummeted. "Do you think it's acceptable for us to
use such dangerous substances for the sake of our luxurious lifestyles, and make our children
and grandchildren pay for that?" asks dissident shareholder Yui Kimura, 58.

JUNE 29
A 61,000 acre wildfire surrounding the Los Alamos nuclear lab in New Mexico threatens a
massive release of radioactivity. "It contains approximately 20,000 barrels of nuclear waste,"
former top security official Glen Walp says. "It's not contained within a concrete, brick-and-mortartype building, but rather in a sort of fabric-type building that a fire could easily consume. Potential
is high for a major calamity if the fire would reach these areas."
After a mass evacuation12,000 residents, the city of Los Alamos is a ghost town. As the flames
from the 108-square-mile fire reportedly reach 50 feet from the grounds, New Mexico Governor
Susana Martinez tells ABC News, "I'm confident in saying that they are committed to making it
safe." [ABC June 29/11]

JULY 3
Writing from Cape Town, Nobel Peace Prize laureate Desmond Tutu says, "The nuclear power
crisis at Japan’s Fukushima power plant has served as a dreadful reminder that events thought
unlikely can and do happen… It is deeply troubling that the US has allocated $185 billion to
augment its nuclear stockpile over the next decade, on top of the ordinary annual nuclear-
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weapons budget of more than $50 billion. Just as unsettling is the Pentagon’s push for the
development of nuclear-armed drones – H-bombs deliverable by remote control.
"Russia, too, has unveiled a massive nuclear-weapons modernization plan, which includes the
deployment of various new delivery systems. British politicians, meanwhile, are seeking to renew
their navy’s aging fleet of Trident submarines – at an estimated cost of $121 billion. Every dollar
invested in bolstering a country’s nuclear arsenal is a diversion of resources from its schools,
hospitals, and other social services, and a theft from the millions around the globe who go hungry
or are denied access to basic medicines. Instead of investing in weapons of mass annihilation,
governments must allocate resources towards meeting human needs." [Campaign to Abolish
Nuclear Weapons; Project Syndicate]

JULY 4
An explosion sparks a fire at a French nuclear power station just two days after authorities find 32
safety violations. The blaze at the Tricastin plant in the Rhône valley sends thick black smoke
over a nearby motorway on one of the busiest travel days of the year as the city dwellers depart
for their summer holidays.
A statement issued by the energy giant EDF omits any mention of the explosion. "Nobody was
hurt," EDF says. The plant's Number One reactor was not in operation at the time.
France has 58 nuclear reactors. About 74% of the country's electricity comes from nuclear
sources and it is the world's largest net exporter of nuclear energy.
Corinne Morel-Darleux, local member of the Parti de Gauche says: "It was not a nuclear accident
but it's an incident that was seen and raises questions about the security of this plant." [Guardian
July 4/11]

JULY 5
In the absence of government action, panicky Fukushima residents scramble to cope with
radioactive contamination on their own, reports Reuter's Anntoni Slodkowski, washing their roofs
with soap, and scooping soil from their gardens and dumping it in shallow holes dug in parks.
"Everything and everyone here is paralysed and we feel left on our own, unsure whether it's
actually safe for us to stay in the city," says Akiko Itoh, 42, with her four-year old son in her lap.
Even though this city of 300,000 lies outside the official 20 mile evacuation zone, random
radiation levels exceed 13 millisieverts per year – more than six times levels of natural radiation –
which is not like nuclear radiation.
Do-it-yourself efforts to reduce contamination risk are making matters worse by allowing radiation
to spread without monitoring, and by creating hotspots of high radioactivity where soil is piled
high.
"I scooped up all the radioactive soil and grass from my garden and dumped it in the forest, so no
one could find it," says a mother of a four-year-old child from Fukushima cit., "When I put my
Geiger counter close to that mountain of soil it showed 10 microsieverts per hour" – more than
four times the official annual nuclear exposure limit.
Other nuclear waste is being dumped by the river. "Such clusters of radiation can also leak into
the groundwater and pose more health hazards for a sustained period," warns cancer specialist
Takumi Gotoh. [Reuters July 5/11]
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Ruined reactor building cover -Reuters

JULY 6
The Economist reports a massive worldwide growth in nuclear energy production over the next
decade. “The Future of Nuclear Energy” suggests a 27% growth in output by 2020. Despite the
fact that none of the safety issues inherent in the production of nuclear energy have been
addressed, 16 new reactors already under construction in China, India, Russia and Brazil will add
five-times the nuclear capacity that the German decision will remove from world nuclear output.
Two days after the earthquake, British government officials emailed nuclear plant builders EDF,
Areva, Westinghouse and the Nuclear Industry Association to warn that the Fukushima disaster
could damage public confidence in nuclear power. Working together to suppress the extent of the
disaster unfolding in Japan – and its potential impact on the rest of the world – the British
Government invited the industry to send their comments so that they could be included in
government statements. “We need to all be working from the same material to get the message
through to the media and the public,” an official email explained.
By 2015 one new nuclear reactor is expected to be coming online every month somewhere in the
world. [wsws.org July 6/11]
Sections for covers intended to contain radioactive fallout released from the ruined the No.1, 3
and 4 reactors at Fukushima begin arriving on-site. Supporting pillars and beams are being preassembled at a port 50 kilometers away. More sections are scheduled to arrive in mid-July. [NHK
July 6 11]
Also on the 6th, Fukushima city officials insist that their 300,000 residents are "safe" from radiation
from the radioactivity-spewing stricken nuclear plant 40 miles away. "We in Fukushima City
currently believe we are not in danger," says a city spokesman – a day after a coalition of six
citizens' and anti-nuclear groups voice alarm over high radiation levels found in soil samples
there. The city is so safe school children will soon receive radiation meters to monitor exposure.
Radiation maps show that the areas worst affected by fallout from the Fukushima disaster lie to
the northwest, where Fukushima City is located, due to wind patterns and geographical features
of the region. [AFP July 6/11]
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Meanwhile, Kansai Electric Power Co. and Hokkaido Electric Power Co. continue to operate two
nuclear reactors at full capacity without the final go-ahead from the Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency. [Japan Times July 6/11]
And in a high court session in Tokyo, residents living near the Hamaoka nuclear power plant once
again demand immediate decommissioning of all the facility's reactors. In 2003, the plaintiffs filed
suit against the plant's operations, citing the high possibility of a nuclear accident caused by the
predicted major Tokai earthquake. The Shizuoka District Court rejected the lawsuit, ruling that
there was no need for excessive concern about the possibility of a massive quake. The plaintiffs
appealed. [NHK July 6/11]

JULY 7
A 5.6 earthquake shakes quake-and-tsunami ravaged northeast Japan at 3:35 in the morning. No
immediate damage, casualties or tsunamis are reported. The epicenter of the quake is 28 miles
deep, some 51 miles southeast of Fukushima. [AP July 7/11]
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Hiroshima “enemies” -Robert l. Capp

WAKATA!
Hai!
We understand:
Nuclear powpowpower means
Big Money,
For Big Nuclear Keiretsu,
The Obamas and the Kans
For us,
For millions:
Skyrocketing electrical bills,
Constant ticking time-bomb stress,
Cancercancercancercancercancer
Birth defects
Dead planet
Dead earth
Dead oka’san
(haha!)
お母さん
Hiroshima was a test,
Nagasaki a diversion,
Minamata a corporate shortcut:
We will never forget
Tomoko Uemura
We dare not forget
The children bleeding now
In Koriyama!
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Minamata –W. Eugene Smith

Chernobyl –Paul Fusco Magnum

Nuclear power is perfectlysafeperfectlysafeperfectlysafe
Until it isn’t
Even after three meltdowns,
Constant blue neutron beam fission
In three holed reactor cores,
Burning fuel rods (thousands of tons)
Even with “hot” grasses and seaweed
From Fuk-U-Shima
Concentrating radioactivity
10,000-fold
Up the mutating meat-chain
For centuries…
Even with invisible plutonium rain,
Chernobyl,
Three Mile Island,
Spent uranium weapons,
Atmosfear-ick Tests,
Contaminating the world
Forever…
There is no problemnoproblemnoproblem
If no one is dropping dead in the streets of
Fukushima, Tokyo, Sendai…
Seattle, Vancouver, Paris, Stockholm,
Basra, Baghdad, Kandahar
Yet.
Good Germans did not protest,
Good Japanese
Accept the hot nuclear blade
Against a wife’s (husband’s) neck,
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Tell your children
Too expensive embarrassing tiring frightening
To move.
Tell them
The government dithers
Tell them,
Sayonara…

-Roslan Rahman AFP Getty

Bow before the Shrine of Capital,
Clap three-times to the Nikkei Index,
Repeat corporate-government mantra:
“Profits before life!”
“Profits before life!”
“Profits before life!”
Itsumo! (Always!)
One more small thing…
For your “Safety Life”:
STOP BREATHING!!!
(A Public Servitude Announcement)
We are all nuclear kamikazes now.
William Thomas
Hornby Island, Canada
June 20, 2011
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STOP FOR RADIATION!
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Terrified schoolchildren undergo nuclear “safety| training near Chernobyl
April 2006
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Japan Emergency (formerly Pacific Emergency)
UMCOR is working through relief and church partners in Japan to respond to and provide
immediate assistance and long-term rehabilitation. With these partners, UMCOR is meeting the
most basic humanitarian needs in northern Japan such as providing clean drinking water, food,
cooking and eating supplies, clothing, and fuel for heating.

JAPAN DONATE PAGE

No nukes in Manila – AFP Getty

GIGANTIC FUKU PHOTOS

SEE FUKUSHIMA VIDEOS HERE

“YOUR NUCLEAR FUTURE” AD
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EAT YOUR MISO!!!
Eat your miso and purple dulse. Use pre-March powdered milk. Choose hothouse vegetables.
Anyone concerned about radiation exposure can also emulate the survivors of Hiroshima, where
Dr. Akizuki Director of the Department of Internal Medicine at Urakami Daiihchi Hospital had
instituted a strict diet of traditional Japanese food that was based on brown rice, miso and tamari
soy soup, seaweed, sea salt – and no sugar.
In the early 1990s, Russian medical doctors began incorporating miso soup into their treatment
for persons suffering form nuclear contamination and reported significant improvement.
In 2006 PhD Hiroko Furo asked, “Why did some people within two kilometres suffer so greatly
from radiation poisoning while others suffered few, if any effects?” Searching for the answer, he
met with 30 survivors who shared the common experience of consuming Dr. Akizuki’s simple,
traditional Japanese diet.
Every survivor ate one to three servings of miso soup every day. Some had experienced radiation
poisoning, but recovered.
More recently, researchers at Hiroshima University Medical Center have found only half the
amount of radioactive iodine-131 in laboratory animals fed with miso within several hours of
experimental exposure, compared with control groups. Lower amounts of radioactive particles
were also measured in the kidneys, liver and spleen. Subsequent tests show that mice given
miso are five-times more resistant to nuclear radiation.
“The small intestines of mice and humans are quite similar. Therefore this study indicates that
miso is a preventive measure against radiation,” commented the chief researcher.
Take miso with some cilantro, purples dulse and pre-Fukushima nori as often as you wish. Unlike
iodine supplements, this natural alternative will only make your immune system stronger.
-Macrobiotic Diet by Michio Kushi, Aveline Kushi, Alex Jack
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Sun Energy Plant near Seville, Spain
In-use pollution: 0
Nuclear Radiation: 0
-BBC
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WHO IS WILLIAM THOMAS?
I am an award-winning investigative reporter with over four decades’ experience. My
feature writing and photography have appeared in more than 50 publications in eight
countries, with translations into French, Dutch and Japanese.
Born and raised in the USA, where my father was a career
navy pilot, I soloed a Cessna at age 16. At Marquette
University, where I majored in philosophy and theology, I
joined the U.S. Navy Reserve shortly after the Gulf of Tonkin
story broke in headlines across the country.
Four years later, having won assignment to Pensacola NAS, I
was about to achieve a lifelong dream of flying jets off carriers
when the appalling civilian carnage and revelations of the
Tonkin fabrication brought me to a personal crisis. Realizing
that I could not napalm families whose aspirations and love for
their children was no different from my own, I resigned my navy commission.
With help from the American Quakers I made my way to
Canada in 1970. On the west coast I opened the first
photographic gallery, and later won a position as staff
photographer for the Vancouver Sun. I also completed
construction of backyard-built 31-foot trimaran to sail the
South Seas as a freelance photojournalist. Her dreamed
named was Celerity. In 1985 I completed an eight-year
Pacific circumnavigation under sail with the first nonstop
Pacific crossing from Japan to North America by multihull.
Now what should I do? During
a solo vision quest in the
Coast Mountains I was
instructed to defend my
mother planet and speak for
the voiceless ones. Soon
after, I co-founded Green Islands and the Save Georgia
Straight Alliance. While serving on clear-cut logging
blockades on Salt Spring Island, the Tsitika, Walbran and
Clayoquot Sound, I pioneered the use of aerial videos and
60-second “spot” TV ads to expose illegal logging practices.
After completing the first environmental survey of British Columbia’s Strait of Georgia
with SGSA members onboard Celerity, I helped lead successful campaigns to clean up
pulp mills dumping dioxins into the strait. As the only video reporter allowed inside the
armed native blockade a Gustafson Lake, I later helped avert a military assault that
would have shocked Canada and the world.

Hoping to make a difference during the oil fires of Desert Storm, while on a peace
mission with artist Carl Chaplin in Jordan, I co-founded the Gulf Environmental
Emergency Response team. During and immediately after the Gulf War, I served five
months in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait as a member of
a three-man environmental emergency response team.
My video documentary Eco War won the 1991 US
Environmental Festival award for “Best Documentary Short”
and was excerpted by the CBC, CNN, NBC, as well as the
movie, “The Corporation”. My book, Bringing The War Home
was the first complete account of the origins of Gulf War
Illness. Scorched Earth documented the military’s war
against the Earth, in peacetimes as well as during conflicts.
In January 1998, soon after breaking the “mystery plumes”
story for the Environment News wire service, I made the first
of eight guest appearances with Art Bell on Coast To Coast
describing a phenomenon I later popularized as “chemtrails”.
All Fall Down: The Politics of Terror and Mass Persuasion
was the first published book on 9/11. My more recently
updated Days Of Deception: Ground Zero And Beyond
remains the most thorough journalistic account of Black
Tuesday and its aftermath. Though it reads like a novel, every event is documented.
The most recent book of my ongoing chemtrails investigation is Chemtrails Confirmed
2010. It has now been updated with a revised Chemtrails Timeline to 2013.
Recipient of four Canadian feature-writing awards, I have been writing about wireless
hazards since the publication of Scorched Earth in 1991. My most recent ebooks include
ABCs of Cell Phones And Other Hazards Of The Wireless Age and Smart Meters For
Smarties. I am currently active in the local Smart Meter Resistance.
You can now find my ebooks on my website. They are available for direct download by
donation here.
In service to truth and life, thank you all for your activism, research and support.
William Thomas

